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Abstract 
 

The maximum yield taken in an oil refinery can not exceed 70% without including 

Delayed Coker Unit (DCU) as part of unit operations in the refinery. This implies 

naturally a big attraction on investing of such a unit for refiners. However, during the past 

decades, there were few refiners included Coker unit in the refinery, due to the fact of its 

large capital investment with a high marginal profitability. On the other hand the 

technologies developed to operate a coker unit, involve a series of process steps that 

require highly trained and well experienced operators with a state of art of design to 

overcome all the challenges with this unit operation. Safety, as a prime factor of design 

and operation requires much attention in the design of this unit. 

 

Among different safety consideration in the design and operation of Coker Unit, this 

project thesis focuses on the dynamic behaviour of Coke Drums PSV (Process Safety 

Valve) relief and its interaction with Blowdown section of the unit that leads also to the 

PSV relief of Blowdown section with change of temperature versus time during the first 

15 minutes that is considered as the time required for operators intervention. 

 

 The main findings in this thesis are about the complications in the design aspects of 

delayed coker unit as well as the importance and role of safety of operation of this unit. It 

also gave me an insight of cascade relief during the upset condition in an online coke 

drum and the importance of a reliable piping system to handle the hydraulics as well high 

temperature conditions. 
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Chapter 1: 

 

1.1. Introduction 

Delayed Coker Unit (DCU) as one the most complicated unit operations in each refinery 

plant, needs plenty of design expertise and operation experience to get together and make 

such a state of art work smoothly. Due to its semi-batch operation nature at the Coker 

Island section and Closed Blowdown section that operate at high temperature with 

hydrocarbons at auto ignition condition as well as possibility of coking in the 

piping/equipment due to misoperation and/or poor design, therefore safety in this unit is 

the prime factor. There are different layers of protections required to be identified in 

different parts of this unit (through various safety analysis that includes multiple 

disciplines in design and operation as well as maintenance). The main goal of advocating 

these different layers of protections is to ensure a safe operation of this unit in the 

refinery. 

This thesis is intended to provide a clear understanding about the features of safe design 

and operation in the Delayed Coker Unit. It starts with this chapter to explain the 

importance of DCU in a refinery plant as well as its history of design and operation. 

Chapter two will continue with detailed process description/operation accompanying with 

some sample Block Flow Diagram/Process Flow Diagram and P&IDs.  Chapter three will 

emphasize on troubleshooting rules as well as focus on one of the most interesting safety 

concerns to elaborate all the possible and credible scenarios of upset conditions in the 

coke drums operations (i.e. all possible ways of blocking the open path flow of 

hydrocarbon vapors from online coke drum into the main Fractionator that lead to 

overpressure the online coke drum and hence Process Safety Valves (PSVs) will open to 

prevent any uncontrolled disaster)and explains all the possible ways of controlling these 

upset conditions. Chapter four will be continued as to develop the simulations and 

calculations of PSV relief mainly for governing cases. It also discusses about the safety 
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aspects in design and operation of delayed coker unit with a focus on the coke drum 

design and operation. Chapter five will provide a summary of the findings of this thesis 

and offer appropriate conclusions. 

1.2 Literature Review 

Generally speaking, Delayed Coker Unit operation is one of the very interesting topics 

for many researchers to study different features of this unit. Although the process itself is 

not that much complex unit like FCCU or ISOMAX that involve catalytic reaction and 

regeneration processes, due to its semi batch process feature at high temperature 

conditions, it is considered as a very challenging operational/maintenance units and much 

effort are made in design for ease of safe operation and maintenance of such a unit. Some 

licensors in the past, tried to change the semi batch process into continuous process with 

continual removal of coke materials from the coke drums to eliminate the offline mode of 

operation coke drums and there are still some Coker Processes in some refineries that 

operate in the fluidized conditions (similar concepts done in FCCU) but the challenges 

shown in this type of process never made it attractive to bring the attention of researchers 

into this point of view and main focus still remained on the improvement of the processes 

in design, operation and maintenance to for ease of safe operations in Delayed Coker 

Unit.  

The main topics of interest to many researchers (in the brackets below) in this unit can be 

categorized: 

• Dynamic Model of DCU [1,2,3] 

These papers are mainly discussing about different feature of dynamic behaviour of 

coke drum operations and methods of predicting the behaviour of different 

parameters that has impact on the yield and throughput as well as quality of the 
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products in this unit. This thesis is looking into a new window which discusses the 

dynamic behaviour of online coke drum during an upset condition that the normal 

path flow of exit vapor from online Coke Drum is blocked and hence the online coke 

drum will get over pressured and finally it will relieve to closed Blowdown section. 

• Safety [4,5,6,7,8] 

These papers are all discussing about different safety features of operation of delayed 

coker unit and the ways of improving the safety of operation. There are many steps of 

operation that needs direct involvement of operators in an environment that 

potentially any mistake can lead to the exposure of hot and auto ignited hydrocarbons 

to the environment and this easily would result in explosion and fire. The Current 

thesis discusses the importance of safe release of hot hydrocarbons during upset 

conditions. 

• Process Control Strategies [9,10,11,12] 

These papers are mainly focusing on process control strategies that help to maintain a 

stable operation during each cycle as the coke drums switching has immediate 

impacts on product flow patterns as well as liquid levels. Therefore control valves 

should have a reasonable range of operability to deal with these circumstances at each 

cycle. Since the subject of thesis is about the PSV relief during the blocked outlet 

conditions of online Coke Drum, therefore, this thesis will not take any credit of 

control system to moderate or retard the relief conditions. However, the control 

system will rapidly show the changes of operating conditions to the operators for their 

prompt interventions. 
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• Process performance and yield [13,14,15,16] 

These papers are discussing on the process performance from two different views. In 

one view it relates to the design of DCU with the nature of VTB (Vacuum Tower 

Bottom) feed whether to maximize the HCGO (Heavy Coker Gas Oil) or type of 

Coke residue in the coke drum after each cycle. The other view is discussing about 

the impact of coke drums switching on the quality and yield of products as well as 

equipment operations.  

• Optimization [17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24] 

These papers are discussing on different optimization goals that can be defined for the 

operation of a delayed coker unit.  Decision on one kind of product maximization (for 

example type of coke residue) would have an impact on operating pressure of coke 

drums and hence design pressure that will lead to higher total capital investment 

(TIC). Therefore, there are many ways to design DCU for one or the other 

optimization objective that consequently define the constraint functions and almost 

none of them are linear.  

1.3 IMPORTANCE OF DCU IN A REFINERY 

 

Nowadays many oil companies are planning to expand or upgrade their existing refineries 

in the North America and Europe with addition of a fairly complex unit called Delayed 

Coker Unit (DCU).   Figure 1.1 shows a simplified process scheme of this unit. 

This unit operates in two sections; one section is semi-batch which has a cyclic nature 

that includes of at least two coke drums, one online mode and the other offline mode. The 

online drum receives the hot oil vapor feed (mainly VTB-Vacuum Tower Residue) at 

almost 940ºF and fairly moderate pressure (varies 15 to 65 psig on different design 
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objectives) at the bottom of coke drum to start thermal cracking and produce coke and 

hydrocarbon vapors. The produced hydrocarbon vapors that include from very light gases 

up to heavy Coker gas oil range will be directed to the main Fractionator for further 

fractionation.  

 

 

Figure 1.1- Simplified Delayed Coker Process Scheme 
 

Since the online coke drum (Coking Mode) has a certain capacity, once the produced 

cokes level reaches to a certain limit, it should be switched to offline (De-Coking Mode) 

and the previously offline drum would also be ready by that time to get into online mode 

immediately. Normally the cycle time designed for each Coke drum operation is between 

15 to 18 hours to provide sufficient time for the De-Coking operations of the offline 

drum. The new offline drum will also get ready again for the next cycle during this cycle 

time that the other coke drum is in online mode and consists of 13 steps. During this 

period the offline coke drum is interacting with a closed blow down section to get cooled 

and depressurized before opening its heads from top and bottom and cleaning the drum 

from residual coke with a coke cutting drill that utilizes a very high pressure of 4000 psig 
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of water to cut the porous stone-like coke. Then again it should be warmed up (to almost 

650ºF for the next online cycle. 

 

The second section is almost a continuous operation that includes a main Fractionator 

with its side strippers (depends on the number of cut products) as well as overhead reflux 

and bottoms recirculation facilities.  

 

A constant stream is coming as VTB feed at almost 600ºF and almost 12 psig pressure 

while another constant stream leaves the main Fractionator through a charge pump to be 

forwarded into a very highly unique fired heater with specialized design. The fired heater 

increases the process hydrocarbon temperature up to 940ºF at thermal cracking conditions 

of heavy hydrocarbons. This has to be sent to the online coke drum through transfer lines 

as soon as possible without any coking reaction taken place in the heater tubes and 

transfer lines.  

 

 

This is one of the most critical design proprietary to the licensors and their vendors to 

design and operate the heater and all piping assemblies to ensure that thermal cracking is 

taking place in the coke drum and nowhere else (i.e., within the transfer lines or 

switching valve) as this can cause severe and unscheduled shut down in the unit. That’s 

the reason of calling this unit as Delayed Coker unit. 

 

Although the history of DCU units is long enough in the refineries (even older than the 

current conversion units), but due to its requirement of a very high TIC (Total Investment 

Costs) thus far, it had some very limited licensors interested to develop this process or try 

to improve it. 

 

However, these days due to rising prices in the oil market (which currently suffers from 

some downward turbulence for a short while in the believing of author of this 

thesis), now it can pass easily its marginal profitability and is one of the most attractive 

refinery process units for upgrading the existing refineries. It is also worth noting that 
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regardless of such a trend in the oil market, it was always an attractive investment in 

Canada, especially in Alberta, due to the nature of available oil sands reservoirs in that 

area. Therefore, any refinery in that area would start naturally with DCU and not crude 

distillation section. 

 

Addition of such a huge super structure process not only requires highly well-trained 

operators to understand all modes of operations (as it is a semi batch operation at high 

temperature mainly with above auto ignition temperatures by nature), but also it has big 

impacts on all other existing refineries because almost none of its products are final and 

need to be routed to other existing units for further conversions/physical treatments to 

become marketable products.  

 

Understanding the different modes of operations and their related safety concerns and 

providing the different layers of protections through analyzing with LOPA (Layers of 

Protection Analysis) is a major of concern during the design and development of this 

unit.  

 

One of the areas of LOPA which this thesis discusses on is about the development of 

calculations for PSVs sizes for online coke drum. This is mainly interesting during the 

blocked outlet incident in the pathway of the online drum, and then the existing 

alternatives for relieved vapors to a sink to cool down the hot vapors at almost 870ºF 

before forwarding them to the flare stack in the refinery.  

 

One of the natural alternatives for this sink is the abovementioned closed Blowdown 

section that should be designed properly to handle this incident while it is working in its 

normal mode of operations (i.e., interaction with other offline drum)  

 

Due to importance of this part of design, this thesis is intended to present the relevant 

PSV calculations and its related simulations to specify the following objectives: 
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1. Maximum probable relief temperature 

2. PSV set pressure of Blow Down tower and receiver  

3. Relief loads from blow down tower and receiver at the following scenarios: 

 

• Coke Drum blocked outlet when Blowdown system is in quench mode 

• Coke Drum blocked outlet when blow down system is in idle or heat up 

mode. 

 

This project thesis will be backed up with HYSYS simulation results to demonstrate the 

objectives discussed above. 

 

1.4 HISTORY OF THE DELAYED COKING PROCESS [7] 

“Petroleum coke was first made by the pioneer oil refineries in Northwestern 

Pennsylvania in the 1860's. These primitive refineries boiled oil in small, iron stills 

to recover kerosene, a valuable and much needed luminescent. The stills were 

heated by wood or coal fires built underneath which over-heated and coked the oil 

near the bottom. After the distillation was completed, the still was allowed to cool 

so the workmen could dig out the coke and tar before the next run.” The use of 

single horizontal shell stills for distillation of the crude was used until the 1880's, 

with the process sometimes stopped before bottoms coked to produce heavy 

lubricating oil. Multiple stills were used to process more fractions by running the 

stills in series with the first still producing the coke. In the 1920's the tube furnace 

with distillation columns (bubble cap distillation trays patented by Koch ushered 

in the modern distillation column) were being built with the bottoms from the 

distillation column going to wrought iron stills in which the total outside of the 

horizontal still was in direct contact with the flue gases.  

This produced the maximum amount of heavy gas oil. Some of these units were still 
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in operation after World War II. Operators assigned as decokers used picks, shovels, 

and wheelbarrows and had rags wrapped around their heads to protect against the 

heat. 

The coke that was produced in the horizontal stills had a high density, low volatile 

matter (VM) content of around 8 wt%, and less than 1 wt% moisture. One problem 

was that ash content was high, around 1 wt% compared to under 0.2 wt% in most 

modern delayed cokers. Conners thought that this was due to the lack of desalting 

and washing of the crude oils processed at that time. 

The origin of the vertical coke drum was probably from thermal cracking of gas oil 

for the production of gasoline and diesel fuel. From 1912 to 1935 the Burton 

process developed by Standard Oil at Whiting, Indiana converted gas oil to 

gasoline with the production of petroleum coke. Dubbs and other thermal cracking 

processes also produced petroleum coke. Lack of an adequate supply of crude oil 

and the lack of a heavy oil market caused land-locked Middle American refineries to 

process the heavy fuel oil (atmospheric distillation bottoms and vacuum distillation 

bottoms) in a delayed coker to produce more gasoline and diesel fuel. Decoking the 

drums was difficult. “Manual decoking was a hot and dirty job. Various mechanical 

devices were tried. One of the common systems employed was to wind several 

thousand feet of steel cable on holding devices in the drum. The cable was pulled 

by a winch, to loosen the coke. Coke was also removed by drilling a small hole, 

then a large hole, after which beater balls on a rotating stem knocked out the 

remaining coke.” 

The first delayed coker was built by Standard Oil of Indiana at Whiting, Indiana in 

1929. The development of hydraulic decoking came in the late 1930's. Shell Oil at 

Wood River, Illinois presented a paper on hydraulic decoking 4.0 m (13 ft) 

diameter Dubbs units and stated that they had patents along with Worthington Pump 

Company on hydraulic decoking bits and nozzles. Standard Oil of Indiana had 
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patents on the original cutting nozzles used by Pacific Pump. A very similar nozzle 

is currently used in the new compact combination coke cutting unit. A pilot hole is 

drilled down through the coke in the drum using high pressure water, and then the 

coke is cut out with a drilling bit with horizontal water nozzles. Roy Diwoky while 

at Standard Oil Whiting was one of the key people in developing the hydraulic 

decoking in the 1930's. Diwoky in May 1952, while Executive Vice President of Pan 

Am Southern Corp. (Owned by Standard Oil of Indiana), worked with Great Lakes 

Carbon Corporation to produce the first needle coke in a delayed coker. Bernard 

Gamson, the Director of Research and Development for Great Lakes Carbon at the 

time, stated in a report that Diwoky was “the father of delayed coking. 

Delayed coking combined a number of the features and improvements from the 

development of the thermal cracking process. The use of pressure as well as heat for 

cracking and separating the heater from the coker and the use of two drums enabled 

the delayed coker to operate on a continuous basis. The number of cokers built 

before 1955 was small, with a surge in delayed coker construction between 1955 to 

1975 at 6% per year and an 11% growth rate during the 1965 to 1970 period. The 

growth of delayed cokers was in step with the growth of fluid catalytic cracking and 

rapid decline in thermal cracking. A fluid coker, similar to a fluid catalytic cracker 

except that fluid coke is circulated instead of catalyst, was first built in 1954 at 

Billings, Montana. Five more fluid cokers were built in the late fifties, and one in 

1970. In 1958, the head of petroleum refining engineering at Colorado School of 

Mines, J.O. Ball, stated that there would not be any more delayed cokers built. Ball 

thought all new cokers would be fluid cokers, and that a delayed coker was just a 

garbage can in the refinery. Today there are 49 operating delayed cokers in the U.S. 

and only six fluidcokers/flexicokers. 
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1.5 Thesis Organization 

This thesis is elaborating the path forward of understanding of DCU as one the 

highly complicated refinery unit operations to enhance the subject of safety and its 

importance in design and operation as well as upset conditions to prevent any 

damage to operators, assets and minimize the environmental impacts. It also 

focuses on the simulation and calculations of Coke PSV relief into closed blow 

down section. 

In order to achieve this goal, different chapters are outlined to provide a 

comprehensive understanding of process operation in chapter 2, and then it 

continues to troubleshooting rules in the design of DCU in chapter3 with an 

emphasize on coke drum relief at upset conditions. Chapters 4 is discussing on the 

subject of this thesis and focusing on the upset scenarios of online coke drum as 

well as simulation/calculations on the PSV size, relief load and temperature 

increase during the relief in the time frame of first 15 minutes that operators’ 

interventions can be happened to mitigate and finally stop the relief and its impact 

on the unit operation. Chapter 5 is a brief conclusion that summarizes all chapters. 
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Chapter 2: Process Operation 

2.1 Introduction 

This chapter discusses mainly on the process description as well as operational issues of 

running Delayed Coker Unit in the refinery. One of the main objectives of good 

engineering design and common practices in the operation of Delayed Coker Unit is to 

have a turn around cycle between 5 to 7 years of continuous operation. This mainly 

applies to a well designed main Fractionator to minimize the coke accumulation at the 

bottom section of it accompanied with continuous bottoms recirculation and filtration. On 

the other hand, the feed charge heater, which is the other main equipment in the unit 

should undergo of different online cleaning processes (on a cyclic base and planned 

schedule) to remove the coke residue in the heater. The cleaning process also applies to 

fouled materials in the VTB feed preheat exchangers while the process doesn’t shut 

down. These requirements will specify the sparing philosophy (redundancy) as well as 

isolation philosophy to ensure ease of maintenance and operation in the unit [6]. 

Therefore, this type of design requires many safety considerations to save the operators 

and investments.  

In the following, the process operation not only tries to elaborate the process flow but 

also discusses about all common operational maintenance issues to give a very good 

insight about the challenges in the design of such a unit. At the end, a sample Block Flow 

Diagram as well as many sample PFDs and a few P&IDs out of normally 200 P&IDs are 

attached to identify the main equipment/piping and valving system in this process for the 

upcoming discussions in the next chapters. 

2.2 Process Description [7]: 

 

Delayed coking is a thermal cracking process used in petroleum refineries to upgrade and 

convert petroleum residuum (bottoms from atmospheric and vacuum distillation of crude 

oil) into liquid and gas product streams leaving behind a solid concentrated carbon 

material, petroleum coke. A fired heater with horizontal tubes is used in the process to 
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reach thermal cracking temperatures of 485 to 505°C (905 to 941°F). With short residence 

time in the furnace tubes, coking of the feed material is thereby “delayed” until it reaches 

large coking drums downstream of the heater. Three physical structures of petroleum coke: 

shot, sponge, or needle coke can be produced by delayed coking. These physical structures 

and chemical properties of the petroleum coke determine the end use of the material which 

can be burned as fuel, calcined for use in the aluminum, chemical, or steel industries, or 

gasified to produce steam, electricity, or gas feedstocks for the petrochemicals industry. 

To understand the delayed coking process, one must understand how the delayed coker is 

integrated with the rest of the refinery. Delayed coker feed originates from the crude oil 

supplied to the refinery. Therefore, brief descriptions of each of the processing steps 

preceding the delayed coking unit are provided below.  A basic refinery flow diagram is 

shown on the following page in Figure 2.1. 

Crude Oil Desalting 

Crude oil contains around 0.2% water in which is mixed soluble salts such as sodium 

chloride and other metals which are on the edge of the sphere of water. In desalting, crude 

oil is washed with around 5% water to remove the salts and dirt from the crude oil. The 

water, being heavier than the oil, drops out of the bottom, and the cleaned oil flows 

overhead with around 0.1% water. 

Atmospheric Distillation 

The desalted crude oil is heated in a tube furnace to over 385°C (725°F), just below the 

temperature that cracking of the oil can occur, and then flashed into a distillation column. 

The primary products are straight run gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, diesel, atmospheric gas 

oil (AGO) and atmospheric reduced crude. 

Vacuum Distillation 

The atmospheric reduced crude (ARC) is then heated to around 395°C (743°F) and 

flashed into a vacuum distillation column that is operated at low pressures, 10 mm Hg 

absolute desired but more common 25 to 100 mm Hg absolute. The desired aim is to lift 

the maximum amount of oil boiling below 565°C into heavy vacuum gas oil (HVGO) 
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reducing the production of vacuum reduced crude (VRC), the main feedstock to the 

delayed coker. The HVGO and the AGO are the principal feedstocks to a fluid catalytic 

cracking unit (FCCU) for the production of gasoline and diesel. Improving vacuum 

distillation is one of the best methods for increasing gas oil yield in a refinery while at the 

same time reducing the amount of vacuum reduced crude (coker feed). This enables higher 

refinery throughput rates to be achieved. 

 

Figure 2.1- Basic Refinery 
 

2.2.1. Vacuum Reduced Crude Processing Options or End Uses 

Delayed Coking 

Visbreaking - Primary function is to reduce viscosity of the oil with some production of 

heavy gas oil. Resid FCC - Residuum Fluid Catalytic cracking, metals deactivate 

catalyst, must use passivating chemicals to reduce unwanted reactions 

Resid Hydrocracking - Feed is contacted with a catalyst and hydrogen at high 

temperature and pressure to remove sulfur, nitrogen, and some aromatic compounds 
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with some conversion to lighter liquid products. ROSE - Residual Oil Supercritical 

Extraction for production of metal free gas oil, asphaltenes and resins Propane 

Deasphalting / Bright Stock - Solvent extraction of heavy lubrication oils 

Road Asphalt 

Roofing Asphalt - May require air blowing to increase hardness 

Fuel Oil - Burner and slow RPM marine diesel 

MODERN DELAYED COKING PROCESS 

The delayed coker is the only main process in a modern petroleum refinery that is a 

batch-continuous process. The flow through the tube furnace is continuous. The feed 

stream is switched between two drums. One drum is on-line filling with coke while 

the other drum is being steam-stripped, cooled, decoked, pressure checked, and 

warmed up. The overhead vapors from the coke drums flow to a Fractionator, 

usually called a combination tower. This Fractionator tower has a reservoir in the 

bottom where the fresh feed is combined with condensed product vapors (recycle) 

to make up the feed to the coker heater. 

Delayed Coking Drum Cycle 

Since the feed stream is regularly switched between drums, a cycle of events will occur 

on a regular interval depending on the delayed coking unit feed rate, drum size, and 

throughput capacity. Most typical delayed cokers currently run drum cycle times of 

about 16 hours with one drum filling on-line while its counterpart is off-line for 

stripping, cooling, and decoking. Drum cycle event approximate time requirements 

for such a cycle are shown below in Table 1. Shortening the cycle time is one 

method of increasing throughput on delayed coking units. One refinery regularly 

runs 12 hour drum cycles and has attempted 10 and 11 hour cycles, but cycles this 

short are extremely difficult due to minimum time requirements for each of the steps 

of the drum cycle. Some of the more important drum cycle steps are described in 

detail in the following sections. 
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Table 2.1: Typical Short Cycle Coking Operations 

 
Drum Cycle Hours 

Steam to Fractionator 0.5 

Steam to Blowdown (Figure 2.3) 0.5 

De-pressure, Water Quench and 4.5 

Drain 2.0 

Un-head Top and Bottom 0.5 

Cutting Coke 3.0 

Re-head / Steam Test / Purge 1.0 

Drum Warm-Up (Vapor Heat) 4.0 

Total Time 16 
 

  

Drum Warm-Up (Vapor Heat): To prepare the cold empty coke drum to be put back 

on-line to receive the hot feed, hot vapors from the on-line drum are circulated into the 

cold empty drum. The hot 415°C (780°F) vapors condense in the cold drum, heating 

the drum to a target temperature of around 340°C (650°F). While the drum is heating, 

the condensed vapors are continuously drained out of the drum. 

On-line Filling: After the cold drum has been vapor heated for a few hours, hot oil from 

the tube furnace at about 485°C (905°F) is switched into the drum. Most of the hot 

vapors condense on the colder walls of the drum, and a large amount of liquid runs 

down the sides of the drum into a boiling turbulent pool at the bottom of the drum. 

The drum walls are heated up by the condensing vapors, so less and less vapors are 

condensing and the liquid at the bottom of the drum starts to heat up to coking 

temperatures. A main channel is formed similar to the trunk of a tree. As time goes on 

the liquid pool above the coke decreases and the liquid turns to a more viscous type tar. 

This tar keeps trying to run back down the main channel which can coke at the top 

causing the channel to branch. So the limbs of the “tree in the drum” appear. This 

progresses up though the coke drum. Sponge coke is formed from this liquid which 

remains in a quiescent zone between the main branches or channels up through the 
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coker. The liquid pools in the quiescent zones slowly turn to solid coke. Shot coke 

has a different type of coke structure indicating that it is produced while suspended 

in the vapor phase in the drum. This will be discussed in detail later in the paper. 

On top of the liquid layer is foam or froth. Paraffinic type feedstocks with some sodium 

present foam readily compared to aromatic feedstocks which tend to have smaller 

foam heights. Higher temperatures greatly decrease the height of the foam. At high 

temperature, needle coke has very small or no foam present. After the coke drum is 

filled, the hot oil is switched to the new drum. 

Steam-Stripping / “Hot Spots:” Steam must be flowing before the switch and 

immediately after the switch; otherwise, the yet unconverted liquid feed on top of the 

coke bed will run down the channels which will coke or solidify and plug the 

channels. The plugging of the channels causes problems in cooling the coke since 

sections of the coke bed will be isolated from the steam and cooling water by the plugged 

channels. This is the cause for “hot spots” and “steam eruptions” when cutting the 

coke. Cold water from the cutting nozzle hits the exposed hot coke which results in a 

steam explosion. This is particularly hazardous when the pilot hole is being cut, since 

the drum is filled with a large quantity of hot water. A steam explosion during pilot 

hole cutting can cause the hot water to erupt out of the top of the drum and has 

caused fatalities in the past. 

Steam stripping also serves to transfer heat from the hot bottom section of the 

coke bed to the unconverted liquid present at the top of the coke drum. Adequate steam 

stripping increases the amount of recovered gas oil yield while at the same time reduces 

the amount of volatile matter and pitch left in the top section of the coke drum. After the 

steam has been flowing up through the coke bed for about thirty minutes with the vapors 

going to the Fractionator, the vapor line is vented to Blowdown system. Steam is 

increased for a short time or in some cases water is immediately introduced at the bottom 

of the drum which instantly flashes to steam. The steam is backed out and the flow 

of cooling water is gradually increased. The top vapor temperature in the drum may 

increase slightly at first before cooling due to the increased flow of steam up through 

the coker. 
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Water Cooling / “Drum Bulging:” The rate of cooling water injection is critical. 

Increasing the flow of water too rapidly can “case harden” the main channels up 

through the coker without cooling all of the coke radially across the coke bed. The 

coke has low porosity (the porosity comes from the thermal cracking) which then 

allows the water to flow away from the main channels in the coke drum. Porosity of 

delayed coke has been measured experimentally in the past by measuring water flow 

through cores about the size of hockey pucks cut from large chunks of needle coke 

from different areas of a commercial coke drum. Most of the coke cores were found to 

have no porosity except the coke right at the wall which had some porosity. This 

explains problems that have been found to occur with drums bulging during cool 

down. If the rate of water is too high, the high pressure causes the water to flow up the 

outside of the coke bed cooling the wall of the coke drum. Coke has a higher 

coefficient of thermal expansion than steel (154 x 10-7for coke versus 120 x 10-7 for 

steel, cm/cm/°C). This was measured in the transverse direction from a chunk of 

needle coke. The coefficient of thermal expansion for raw sponge coke is probably 

even greater than that of the needle coke tested. 

 

DELAYED COKING UNIT HARDWARE 

A basic coker operation flow diagram is shown below in Figure 2.2 to illustrate some of 

the delayed coking unit hardware. 
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Figure 2.2- Basic Coker Operation 
 

Figure 2.3 also shows the basic hardware for closed Blowdown section that requires 

relatively high reliability equipment with sufficient capacity to be able to be operated 

under normal conditions for cooling and warming up the offline drum as well as upset 

conditions to handle the hot vapor relief from online drum. 
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Figure 2.3- Closed Blowdown Section 

Feed Preheat 

In some refineries, delayed coker feed which is usually vacuum reduced crude (VRC) 

arrives at the coker hot, straight from the vacuum distillation unit, but in most cases, 

delayed coker feed is relatively cold coming from tankage. The feed is preheated by 

heat exchangers with gas oil products or in some rare cases by a fired coker 

preheater (tube furnace). In some refineries, the convection section of the main 

coker furnace is used to preheat the cold feed. The hot coker feed, ranging from 

360 to 400oC (680 to 750oF), then enters the bottom of the Fractionator / 

combination tower where the fresh feed is combined with some condensed product 

vapors (recycle) to make up the feed to the coker heater. The Fractionator bottom 

provides some surge storage capacity for the incoming fresh feed, and in some units, 

heat is transferred to the fresh feed by flowing a split of the fresh feed above the 

drum overhead vapor entrance to the Fractionator. This practice usually results in 

increased amounts of heavy coker gas oil recycle in the furnace charge. 
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Coker Charge Pumps 

The coker charge pumps located between the Fractionator bottom and the coker 

heater are normally driven by an electric motor with a steam-driven turbine pump as a 

backup. The pressure is in excess of 35 bars (500 psig) with a mechanical seal operating 

up to 382°C (720°F). See P&ID Coker Heater Charge Pumps. Figure 2.21: 710-

062d2041. 

Coker Tube Furnace 

The coker tube furnace is the heart of the delayed coking process. The heater furnishes all 

of the heat in the process. The outlet temperature of a coker furnace is typically around 

500°C (930°F) with a pressure of 4 bars (60 psig). See P&ID Coker Charge Heater-

Cell A &B.  Figures 2.22 and 2.23: 710-062d2061 & 2062. 

 

Coker Furnace Design: 

Delayed coker furnace design objectives are: 

• High in-tube velocities resulting in maximum inside heat transfer coefficient 

• Minimum residence time in the furnace, especially above the cracking 

temperature threshold 

• A constantly rising temperature gradient 

• Optimum flux rate with minimum practicable misdistribution based on 

peripheral tube surface 

• Symmetrical piping and coil arrangement within the furnace enclosure 

• Multiple steam injection points for each heater pass 

 

Normally the modern-day furnace has two to four passes per furnace. The tubes 

are mounted horizontally on the side and held in place with alloy hangers. The furnace 

tubes are around 100 mm ID with 6 to 12 mm wall thickness and are at least a 9% 

chrome alloy. Higher alloy tubes are being used with the more rapid steam spalling and 

steam-air decoking methods. Aluminized tubes have been tried, but offer no advantage. 

Multiple burners are along the bottom of the radiant wall opposite from the tubes and are 
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fired vertically upward. The burners for each firebox are controlled by the temperatures 

of tubes in that firebox only. The control thermocouple for the firebox should be three 

or more tubes back from the outlet to prevent coke forming on the thermocouple. The 

outlet thermocouple is initially read and an off-set from the control thermocouple is then 

used to control the furnace. Tall furnaces are advantageous since the roof tubes are 

less likely to have flame impingement and overheating by both radiation and 

convection. Normally just the radiant section of the heater is used to heat the oil for a 

delayed coker. The upper convection section of the coker heater is used in some 

refineries to preheat the oil going to the Fractionator or for other uses such as steam 

generation. 

The typical gas burners in a delayed coker furnace are 3 MM BTU size. The burners will 

produce flame height of around 0.33 meter per 1 MM BTU. The average radiant flux 

rate should be below 9000 BTU/HR/FT2 with cold oil velocity of 2 meters/sec (6 ft/sec) 

or mass velocity of 1800 kg/sec/meter2 (400 lb/sec/ft2) or greater. Velocity steam is 

added at around 1 wt% of the feed. This helps increase the velocity in the tube furnace, 

and reduces the partial pressure in the drum so that more gas oil product is carried out of 

the drum. The specific heat of the steam is less than the oil, so steam is not a good 

source of heat in the drum. The main use for the steam is that it keeps the velocity 

flowing in the tube furnace if the oil flow is momentarily is lost or decreased which 

reduces the chance of coking up the furnace tubes.  

Heater Tube Decoking: When coke forms in the heater tubes, it insulates the inside of 

the tube which results in elevated temperatures on the outside of the tube. With good 

operational practices, coker furnace run lengths of 18 months are possible before 

decoking of the tubes is needed. When temperatures approach 677°C (1250°F) on the 

exterior skin thermocouple, the furnace must be steam spalled and/or steam-air decoked 

or cooled down and cleaned by hydraulic pigging. 

Steam Spalling: Steam spalling was probably first practiced by Exxon but was 

perfected by Lloyd Langseth while operating the cokers at Arco in Houston, Texas in 

the 1970’s. He was able to operate a coker furnace over four years without shutting 

down by practicing on-line steam spalling. The only reason he had to shut down was 
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that Texas had a law that required steam boilers to be inspected every five years. 

On-line steam spalling requires replacing the oil with steam in the pass and then 

heating and cooling the tubes to snap or spall off the coke inside the tube. The steam 

and coke go into the drum. The main problem is in controlling the velocity and 

speed of spalling off the coke. Too rapid spalling can plug the tube outlet, and too 

high steam velocity can erode the metal in the elbows. In one refinery, return 

bends failed after the second steam spalling. Steam spalling requires that the 

delayed coker be supplied with four passes or more. Attempts to steam spall a two-

pass furnace has been tried, but the large amount of steam being handled caused 

problems in the Fractionator. 

 

Steam-Air Decoking and Pigging: The usual method of decoking the tubes in a 

coker furnace is to take the furnace off-line, steam spall, then burn the coke out of the 

tubes by steam-air decoking. After steam-air decoking, the tubes need to be water 

washed since the salts still remain in the tubes and will cause rapid coking of the 

tubes. A new method of decoking the tubes is to steam spall, and then use water 

pressure to push Styrofoam pigs with studs and grit on the exterior through the tubes and 

around u-bends (even u-bends with clean-out plugs). The pigs scrape out the coke 

without scratching the tube walls. Early methods of pigging coker heaters left scratches 

on the tube walls, but with the grit-coated pigs, pigging just polish the inside of the tube 

wall. Pigging is faster than steam-air decoking, and refiners generally have longer 

campaigns on the heater compared to steam-air decoking. 

Heater Tube Deposits: Iron sulfide is probably not totally removed in steam-air 

decoking. Coke deposits have very high content of iron, silica and sodium. Deposits 

recovered from return bend clean-out plugs are sometimes long cylindrical shapes and 

in another case looked like a thick scallop shell. These deposits were mostly sodium and 

calcium. 
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2.2.2. Transfer Line and Switch Valve 

Transfer Line: The line from the furnace to the switch valve and on to the drum is 

referred to as the transfer line. The transfer line must be very well insulated to 

prevent coking and plugging. The shorter the line will result better operation with 

less possibility of coking in the transfer lines. Long transfer lines with many 

crosses and tee’s used for clean outs will rapidly coke and increase the pressure on 

the furnace which usually results in increased fouling of the tubes in the furnace. 

Flanges near the drums are difficult to insulate without causing the joints to leak. 

Some transfer lines have a pressure relief valve in the line, but most furnaces and 

transfer lines are designed to withstand the maximum pressure the charge pump can 

produce in case of an accidental switch into a blinded valve. 

 

Switch Valve. The switch valve is a three-way valve with ports to the two drums and a 

port (recirculation line) back to the Fractionator which is used in startup and shutdown. 

Older cokers used a manually operated Wilson-Snyder valve which was a tapered plug 

valve that required unseating before rotation.  

See P&ID Switch Valve. Figure 2.15. 

The newer units and retrofits are using ball valves which are usually motorized. One 

problem with the ball valves is that many separate steam purge lines are required to keep 

coke from forming on the seal bellows. If the steam purges are not monitored, they can 

decrease the temperature of the oil going to the coke drum resulting in high volatile 

matter coke being produced. 

2.2.3. Coke Drums 

The coke drum diameters range from 4 to 9 meters (13 to 30 ft) with the straight side 

being around 25 meters (82 ft) with a 1.5 meter diameter top blind flange closure and 

a two meter diameter bottom blind flange in which the 15 to 30 cm diameter inlet 

nozzle is attached see P&ID Coke Drum A &B. Figures 2.17 and 2.18. 

Both the top blind flange and the bottom must be removed when decoking the drum. 

Usually the drum is constructed from 25 mm of carbon steel and is clad internally with 

2.8 mm of stainless steel for protection against sulfur corrosion. The pressure ranges from 
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1 to 5.9 bars, typically around 2 to 3 bars. The vapor outlet nozzles, 30 to 60 cm 

diameter, are located at the top of the drum. Pressure relief valves are also located on 

the top of the drum on modern cokers. The outside of the drum is insulated with 

around 10 cm (4 in.) of fiberglass insulation with an aluminum or stainless steel 

covering. The coke level in the drum is usually determined with three nuclear 

backscatter devices mounted on the outside of the drum. 

Overhead Vapor Lines 

The vapor overhead line runs from the top of the coke drum to the Fractionator. The 

temperature in the line is around 443°C (830°F) see P&ID  Coke Drum Overhead 

Lines, Figure 2.16. 

The temperature is decreased by about 28°C (50°F) by injecting hot heavy coker gas oil 

into the line as quench oil. This prevents coking in the line. The heavy coker gas 

oil is a wash oil coating the inside of the pipe. If the liquid layer dries out, coke 

starts to form. Some refineries leave the insulation off the overhead lines to help 

drop the temperature and keep the inside wetted. Prevention of coke in the line is 

important since this will increase the pressure in the coke drum thus increasing reflux 

of gas oil in the drum. Decreasing coke drum pressure increases liquid yield 

(decreases coke yield). Also, high pressure drops in overhead lines can cause 

foaming in the coke drum during the drum switch. Vapor line sizes are very large 

in order to obtain the minimum amount of pressure drop. One refinery used two 760 

mm (30 inch) vapor lines in parallel. 

Antifoam Injection System 

Injection of silicon antifoam should always be furthest away from the vapor 

overhead line outlet at the top of the drum to prevent silicon from being carried 

overhead into the vapor lines to the Fractionator see P&ID Coke Drum A & B. Figures 

2.17 & 2.18. 

The heaviest possible antifoam that can be handled in the refinery should be used. Lower 

viscosity antifoams appear to break down at lower temperatures and are not as 

effective. Usually a carrier stream is used to carry the antifoam into the drum; 
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heavier carrier material would not be as easily flashed off in the drum. Several 

refineries are using less antifoam and having fewer problems with foam since 

starting continuous injection of antifoam. A Dow Chemical Company representative 

stated in 1981 that it is easier to prevent foam than it is to kill foam. Also, when 

foam is broken down, it still leaves a mist which can cause coking in the bottom of 

the Fractionator.   

2.2.4. Coker Fractionator 

The Fractionator or combination distillation tower separates the coker overheads into 

gases, gasoline, diesel, heavy coker gas oil (HCGO), and recycle (see P&IDs Coker 

Fractionator-Middle Part, Figure 2.13 and Coker Fractionator-Bottom Part, Figure 

2.14).  

An oversized Fractionator can be used to maximize the amount of diesel product and 

minimize the heavy coker gas oil to the FCCU. Hot overhead vapors can cause coking in 

the lower section of the Fractionator if trays are not kept washed (wet). The major 

amount of heat is removed in the heavy coker gas oil section by trapping out the 

oil and then extracting the heat with heat exchangers or steam boilers. This pump-

around HCGO is then pumped back into the tray above the trap-out tray. Some of the 

HCGO is sprayed below the trap-out tray to wash and cool the hot vapors. Trap-out trays 

can be used to catch some of this oil and reduce the amount of recycle oil going back 

to the furnace. Packing can be used in fractionators to reduce the pressure drop, but it is 

critical to keep the packing wet to prevent coking in the packing. The pressure in the 

Fractionator and also the coke drums is controlled by the gas compressor at the top 

of the Fractionator. 

The fresh feed from the vacuum distillation (VRC) should go directly to the bottom 

of the tower since the effective temperature of distillation is higher than in the 

Fractionator. Originally when some cokers were designed to coke atmospheric reduced 

crude, the feed was sprayed into the Fractionator above the vapor inlet to fractionate 

out more light ends in the feed. If VRC is injected above the vapor it condenses out part 

of the HCGO into the bottom of the Fractionator increasing the recycle to the coker 

furnace. The bottom of the Fractionator should be operated at as high a temperature as 
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possible without causing coking in the bottom in order to keep the tube furnace duty 

low. Normally the temperature in the bottom ranges from 343° C (650°F) to 382°C 

(720°F) without coke formation in the bottom of the Fractionator. A slotted stand pipe in 

the bottom of the Fractionator feeds the furnace charge pump. 

 

2.2.5. Hydraulic Coke Cutting System 

Cut Water Pump High pressure water is used to cut the coke out of the drum. Water 

pressures range from 86 bars (1250 psig) to 275 bars (4000 psig) and flow rates range 

from 2.8 cubic meters per minute (750 GPM) to 4.7 cubic meters per minute (1250 

GPM). Cut water pumps are multistage barrel type or split case multistage pumps 

which were originally developed for feed water pumps for steam boilers. The pumps 

are usually powered with an electric motor, but some older units use steam-driven 

turbines. 

Cutting Equipment Derricks are built on top of the drum so that the drill stem (5 to 6 

inch extra heavy pipe) can be moved with a winch and cable. The high pressure water 

flows through an API 10,000 psi drilling hose to the top of the drill stem. The drill 

stem is rotated with an air motor at the top through a rotary joint. The cutting nozzles 

are the pilot bit with down facing nozzles and the cutting bit with nozzles facing 

outward. New units have both nozzles incorporated into a single drilling head. 

Coke Cutting Technique A pilot hole approximately one meter in diameter is drilled 

from the top of the drum to the bottom. The pilot hole must be cut down through the coke 

with minimum weight on the bit, since if pushed; the bit can follow the main channel 

in the coke drum, bend, and stick the drill stem in the coke. After completing the pilot 

hole, the pilot bit is changed to the cutting bit, and the bottom of the hole is belled out 

and opened up to around two meters in diameter to prevent plugging. The bit is 

then pulled to the top of the drum and cutting begins by spiraling downward at four to 

six RPM with vertical movement of one-half meter per revolution of the drill stem. 

Usually a vertical four meter section will be cut by moving the drill stem up and down 

until the coke is all cut out of the section. Normally around 15 to 20 minutes are required 
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to drill out the pilot and three to four hours to cut the coke. The coke can be cut directly 

into rail cars, cut into a crusher car and the coke pumped hydraulically, or cut into a 

pit or pad with cranes or end loaders moving the coke. 

 

2.3.Sample Block Flow Diagram (Figure 2.4) 

This block flow diagram shows in a snapshot all the flow of streams into or out of each 

section of delayed coker unit. The centre part of this block flow diagram is the main 

Fractionator as the heart of unit that produces many draw off streams for further 

processing in the same unit (e.g. Vapor Recovery Unit) or other refinery units (e.g. 

ISOMAX, UDD, Unifiner, etc.) as well as pump around circuits. 

2.4. Sample PFDs 

• Furnace and Coke Drum Section (Figure 2.5) 

This PFD shows the flow direction from main charge pump and its split among the 

heaters.  

 

• Main Fractionator Section  (Figure 2.6) 

This PFD shows an overview of main Fractionator and its inflows and outflows.  

 

• LCGO/HCGO Product Section  (Figure 2.7) 

This PFD shows the stacked side strippers of two main draw offs in the middle section of 

main Fractionator.  

 

• Wet Gas Compressor Section-Part 1  (Figure 2.8) 

This PFD shows the Main Fractionator vapor overhead flow that includes the overhead 

condensers and receivers. 
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• Wet Gas Compressor Section-Part 2 (Figure 2.9) 

This PFD shows the flow direction of  wet gas outgoing from overhead receivers into the 

Wet Gas Compressor. 

 

• Absorber/Stripper Section (Figure 2.10) 

This PFD shows the split of overhead receivers drum into vapor/liquid and directing the 

vapor into absorber and liquid into stripper for further rectifications. 

 

 

• Debutanizer Section (Figure 2.11) 

This PFD shows the first stage of overhead gas coming from absorber to separate the  

C4 +. 

 

• Closed Blowdown Section (Figure 2.12) 

This PFD shows an overview of closed Blowdown column and its incoming/outgoing 

streams.  
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2.5. Sample P&IDs 

 

• Coker Fractionator-Middle Part (Figure 2.13)  

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of middle part of main 

Fractionator that mainly includes the HCGO draw off to split into HCGO product and 

Pump around that maintains a main source of continuous heat removal from main 

Fractionator which is coming from Coke Drum overhead vapor. Any disruption of 

this draw off will result to rapid overpressure of main Fractionator and hence PSV 

relieves. 

  

• Coker Fractionator-Bottom Part (Figure 2.14) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of bottom section of main 

Fractionator that mainly includes two important circuits. The first circuit is the draw 

off from a chimney roof type porous filter to supply to charge pumps. The other 

circuit is the continuous recirculation of bottoms of main Fractionator to remove coke 

fines on a continuous basis with basket filters on the suction side of its recirculation 

pump. This circuit will help a lot to increase the turn around cycle of a coker unit for 

up to five years. 

 

• Switch Valve (Figure 2.15) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of the bottom part of coke 

drums structure. It includes the piping system to both online and off line drums plus 

all different utility supplies as well as drain system for different modes of operation of 

offline drum. In this P&ID the valves and their open/close status for each step of 

operation plays an important role in the safe operation. Therefore DCS and even 

higher level of safety (PCS) are in charge to monitor the valves status and maintain a 

set of permissive to proceed to the next step. There are rigorous procedures in place to 

override the logic of operation of the valves. This P&ID also shows the specialized 

four way valve the main the flow of feed from heater into only one of the coke drums 

at any time. Most of the valves using in this P&ID are specialized exotic type of 
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material with continuous steam purge to clean the valve from coke fines as the circuit 

is highly susceptible of coke fine formation and will result of very rapid malfunction 

of the valving system. Section 4.5.2 will discuss in detail about mode of operations of 

piping and valving system in this P&ID. 

 

• Coke Drum Overhead Lines  (Figure 2.16) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of top part of coke drum 

structure. It includes the piping system of both online and offline coke drums on the 

top. The importance of piping and valving system as well as the control logic of their 

operation in this P&ID is as important as figure 2.15. Most of the valves using in this 

P&ID are specialized exotic type of material with continuous steam purge to clean the 

valve from coke fines as the circuit is highly susceptible of coke fine formation and 

will result of very rapid malfunction of the valving system. Section 4.5.2 will discuss 

in detail about mode of operations of piping and valving system in this P&ID. 

• Coke Drum A (Figure 2.17) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of all incoming and outgoing 

flows into Coke Drum A. It includes both online and offline mode of operation. The 

importance of piping and valving system as well as the control logic of their operation 

in this P&ID is as important as figure 2.15. Most of the valves using in this P&ID are 

specialized exotic type of material with continuous steam purge to clean the valve 

from coke fines as the circuit is highly susceptible of coke fine formation and will 

result of very rapid malfunction of the valving system. Section 4.5.2 will discuss in 

detail about mode of operations of piping and valving system in this P&ID. 

 

• Coke Drum B (Figure 2.18) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of all incoming and outgoing 

flows into Coke Drum B. It includes both online and offline mode of operation. The 

importance of piping and valving system as well as the control logic of their operation 

in this P&ID is as important as Figure 2.15. Most of the valves using in this P&ID are 

specialized exotic type of material with continuous steam purge to clean the valve 

from coke fines as the circuit is highly susceptible of coke fine formation and will 
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result of very rapid malfunction of the valving system. Section 4.5.2 will discuss in 

detail about mode of operations of piping and valving system in this P&ID. 

 

• Main Fractionator Overhead Condenser (Figure 2.19) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of overhead vapor coming 

from top part of main Fractionator and going to overhead condenser (Water cooler 

type) to maintain a temperature of 100°F before entering the overhead receiver at 

three phases. This P&ID also shows the PSV locations in the event of an overpressure 

occurring in the main Fractionator. The utilities circuits containing water injection as 

well corrosion inhibitor and type of insulation and also temperature of overhead vapor 

coming from top of main of main Fractionator are very crucial to smooth operation of 

this unit.  

• Main Fractionator Overhead Receiver (Figure 2.20) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of overhead receiver that acts 

as a three phase separator to separate the phases of light hydrocarbon vapors as the 

feed of wet gas compressor at 3 psig and Naphtha as the source of reflux to main 

Fractionator and also source of absorbing oil in the absorber column that already 

discussed in the PFD section. The last phase is sour water coming out of the boot of 

this receiver. The column pressure at the top of main Fractionator is essential to 

smooth operation of wet gas compressor and hence a very complicated and dedicated 

control system is in place. Sizing of this vessel is one of the challenging engineering 

designs in this unit as the amount carry over sour water is variable in different modes 

of operation of both online and offline coke drums.  

 

• Coker Heater Charge Pumps (Figure 2.21) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation of Heater Charge Pump 

which is coming from bottom of Main Fractionator. This pump in a delayed coker 

unit is the biggest pump and should provide sufficient discharge at worst case 

scenario that usually define after five years of continuous operation of unit and 

contains lots of coke fine deposits in the transfer lines as well heater tubes. Although 

heater tubes are under steam spalling every six months as well as pigging operation 
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every 2 years (with turndown conditions of operation of unit) but still the possibility 

of residue formation on the pipes and heater tubes are very high and therefore 

calculating a realistic pressure drop on the heater and transfer lines is very important. 

Shut off pressure of this pump will maintain the design pressure of heater tubes at 

their deign temperature. 

 

• Coker Charge Heater-Cell A (Figure 2.22) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation diagram of one of the heater 

cells (Cell A) that covers two passes of four passes of heater tubes. It contains the 

radiation section, heat shield and convection section. Each pass enters the convection 

section and goes to cross over and finally goes to radiation section. The piping and 

valving material in this circuit is highly exotic material to work with high design 

pressure and pressure. It is typical to split the heater into at least two cells to let the 

unit operate at turn down condition while the other cell is at pigging operation every 

two years. Heater is normally designed to operate for five years before any overhaul 

shutdown. 

 

• Coker Charge Heater-Cell B (Figure 2.23) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation diagram of one of the heater 

cells that covers the other two passes of four passes of heater tubes (Cell B). It 

contains the radiation section, heat shield and convection section. Each pass enters the 

convection section and goes to cross over and finally goes to radiation section. The 

piping and valving material in this circuit is highly exotic material to work with high 

design pressure and pressure. It is typical to split the heater into at least two cells to 

let the unit operate at turn down condition while the other cell is at pigging operation 

every two years. Heater is normally designed to operate for five years before any 

overhaul shutdown. 

 

• Blowdown Tower (Figure 2.24) 

This P&ID shows the detail piping and instrumentation diagram of Closed Blow 

Down section that plays an important role of cooling down the newly offline drum as 
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well heating up the cleaned offline coke drum and make it ready for operation in the 

next cycle. It also acts a important heat sink to receive the vapor coming out of online 

drum in the event of upset conditions. Chapter 3 will discuss about this incident in 

detail.  Section 4.5.2 will discuss in detail about mode of operations of piping and 

valving system in this P&ID. Since this section has dual functionality and 

responsibility therefore the reliability of equipment and control system is relatively 

high that is determined by SIL (Safety Integrated Level) analysis and is usually above 

1 (Depending on SIL review team analysis to consider all available credits to be 

taken). 
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Chapter 3: Troubleshooting Rules   

 

3.1. Introduction: 
 

This chapter will focus on developing the credible scenarios of coke drums relief and 

analyses the ones that results in the maximum relief capacity with highest backpressure to 

establish the sizing basis of Process Safety valve. However, there are some credible 

scenarios that will result less relief rate but incurs higher temperature. This is also 

important for the analysis of time amount of relief that will impact the equipment/piping 

material specifications. In the meantime the basic difference of relief in coke drums 

(Cascade Relief) with other usual relief will be discussed. 

 

 

3.2. Upset Conditions in Coke Drums  
 

• Coke Drums Relief Alternatives: 

• As shown on Figure 4.4 in section 4.5.2 any isolation valve on the online path 

could be blocked (e.g., either of valves 1025, 1026 or HV-1006) during its 

operation cycle and will cause the pressure build up in the online coke drum. This 

is the governing case of relief valve calculations for coke drums in below 

sections: 

• The accumulated pressure shall be relieved through installed PSVs on the top of 

coke drum at a certain pressure, which is usually set at 70 psig. 

• Once the relief happens, the temperature is 870°F and pressure is 70 x 1.16 psig. 

• There are 3 alternatives that the relieved materials can be routed: 

 

• Through the main Fractionators 

• Through the CBS 

• Directly to the flare stack 
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• Advantages and Disadvantages of Alternatives: 
 

• Alternative number 3 naturally is not an optimum solution as we relieve the hot 

and valuable materials into the flare stack to be burnt and disposed to the 

environment and obviously it creates lots of air pollution issues.  

• This way will also cause to use more exotic materials (i.e., more expensive) as the 

material of specifications for equipment and piping in the circuit of relief becomes 

hotter. It has also more environmental impacts due to release of hydrocarbons to 

the flare. 

• We should also consider that the relief will not stop or decay until an operator 

intervention (it has an allowance of 10 to 15 minutes) happens as the feed comes 

continuously into the online drum. 

• Alternatives number 1 and 2 are both attractive solutions and each have their pros 

and con’s. 

• Alternative number 1 is good as it is always available as a heat sink to cool down 

the hot materials with P/A circuits and reflux within the operation of main 

Fractionator. In other words it is more reliable at such an incident. 

• It can cool down the relieved materials to 500°F prior to relieving to the flare 

stack.  

• This will also result to lower relief rate. 

• However, this alternative will finally end up pushing the PSVs to pop on the main 

Fractionator. 

• This will lead to a relatively high backpressure (main Fractionator PSV set 

pressure is usually set at 50 to 60 psig versus 70 psig for coke drums) and hence, 

this will substantially increase the PSV size on the coke drums. 

• At the beginning of relief in the coke drum to the Fractionator, it also maintains a 

very high velocity vapor in the main Fractionator that may cause mechanical 

damage to the trays and its internals.   

• Alternative number 2 is also attractive although the available heat sink in the main 

Fractionator is relatively more than CBS. 
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• The above mentioned backpressure is relatively lower in CBS. PSV set pressure is 

usually set at 30 to 36 psig versus 70 psig at the coke drums. 

• However, CBS heat sink is not always available, as it is in idle mode at different 

stages that is about 30% of 18 hours cycle of offline drum. 

• This simply results the same relief temperature as it relieves directly to flare stack. 

• Once the number coke drum pairs are increased to 2 to 3 (i.e. 4 to 6 coke drums), 

this issue of idle mode is almost diminished as at any time one cone or two coke 

drums are in their either quench mode or Backwarm mode. 

• The future trend for refiners might be the case to purchase and import VTB to 

increase the DCU capacity fairly high to increase the number the number of coke 

drums, as the smallest economical capacity is 15000 to 25000 barrel per day of 

VTB for a two coke drum standard size of diameter and height. 

• This trend can be also handled with larger scale capacity of refineries like above 

200,000 barrels a day of crude oil that will result a yield of VTB up to 30%.  

 

 

Relief Scenarios (to Closed Blowdown Section): 
 

1. Block Outlets 

a.Normal Quench / Backwarm / steam test in operation: Blocked 

Outlet at the Blowdown Settling drum vapor line (Pressure control 

valve fails closed) causes relief through the relief valves at the 

Blowdown Settling Drum only. The Coke Drum will continue to 

operate as normal. Relief is not required at the Coke Drums.  

 

b.Coke Drum being filled with Coke; other coke drum is either idle, or 

backwarming to the main Fractionator: Flow from one of the live 

coke drums to Main Fractionator is blocked and feed continues to the 

live Coke Drum. The scenario initiating this event is the closure of the 

overhead isolation valve from the live coke drum causing an 

overpressure that lifts the live Coke Drum relief valves. Hydrocarbon 
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vapor flow from the blocked coke drum to the Main Fractionator stops. 

The Coke Drum is pressurized, and relieves to the Closed Breakdown 

System. The required relief through the Coke Drum relief valves is 

equal to 100% of the normal Coke Drum effluent vapor. Coke Drum 

relief flows enter the Blowdown Quench Tower. For this scenario, it is 

assumed that the Closed Blowdown System is handling neither a water 

quench, steam stripping, nor a backworm cycle. Therefore, the 

operating pressure in the Closed Breakdown System will be lower than 

normal. The heavy slop oil recycles and HSO spray continues. Credit 

is not taken for the temperature switch on the tower inlet that would 

turn on the Quench Water pump. The Quench Tower OVHD 

condenser (air cooler) is assumed to have 2 bays (out of 8 total bays) 

are out of service to allow for fouling / maintenance. Usually, the total 

number of bays is to be confirmed during detailed engineering. To 

evaluate the heat transfer during relieving conditions, 80% of the U 

value from the condenser design is applied. Also, the overhead 

condenser louvers are assumed open with no fans running. Therefore, 

only credit for natural convection was taken. The flow exiting the 

condenser is routed to the Blowdown Settling Drum, which 

pressurizes. Credit is not taken for vapor flow exiting the Blowdown 

Settling Drum to the Fractionator or to the flare via pressure control. 

Vapor relief is required at the Blowdown Settling Drum relief valves 

for the rate equal to the non-condensed vapor from the Quench Tower 

Overhead Condenser. This relief is routed to the flare. Relief is not 

expected at the Blowdown Quench Tower relief valves. This scenario 

results in lower backpressure at the relieving Coke Drum relief valves 

than Scenario 1.C Blocked Outlet of a Coke Drum being filled while 

quenching in another is underway.  

The Coke Drums are expected to have local and DCS pressure 

indication. Procedures to mange coke drum cycles are expected to be 

in place. It is expected that within 10 minutes, operation to personnel 
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will see the increase in the Coke Drum pressure, and open the isolation 

valve to stop the Coke Drum relief.   

 

c.Coke Drum being filled with coke while simultaneously quenching 

another Coke Drum: Flow from the live Coke Drum to the Main 

Fractionator is blocked.  Since the quench cycle is in operation, the 

Blowdown Quench Tower Overhead Condenser is operating. Normal 

quenching is underway in one Coke Drum with steam and 

hydrocarbon flowing to the Blowdown Quench Tower. The over head 

hydrocarbon vapor from the live Coke Drum flows to the Main 

Fractionator. The scenario initiating this event is the closure of the 

overhead isolation valve from the live coke drum that results in an 

overpressure, which lifts the live Coke Drum relief valves. 

Hydrocarbon vapor flow from the blocked coke drum to the Main 

Fractionator stops. The live coke drum is pressurized, and relieves to 

the Closed Blowdown System. The required relief through the Coke 

Drum relief valves is equal to 100% of the normal Coke Drum effluent 

vapor. Quenching of the other Coke Drum is also occurring so the total 

flow to the Closed Blowdown System is the normal quench flow from 

the off-line Coke Drum plus the coke drum vapor flow from the live 

Coke Drum. Since the Quench Water pumps are normally operating 

during the quench cycle, it is assumed the pumps maintain normal rate 

during this scenario. The condenser is assumed to have 2 bays (out of 

16 total bays) are out of service, and all other fans in the ‘ON’ position 

(normal for quench operation). Usually, the total number of bays is to 

be confirmed during detailed engineering. To evaluate the heat transfer 

during relieving conditions, 80% of the U value from the condenser 

design is applied. The overhead from the Blowdown Quench Tower is 

partially condensed in the overhead condenser. The duty is expected to 

be higher than the design duty because of higher LMTD as a result of 

the hot Coke Drum relief. Fluid not condensed in the overhead air 
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cooler flows to the Blowdown Settling Drum. The drum pressurizes. 

Vapor relief to flare is required at the Blowdown Settling Drum for the 

fluid not condensed in the overhead condenser. Credit is not taken for 

vapor flow exiting the Blowdown Settling Drum to the Fractionator or 

to the flare via pressure control. Vapor relief at the Blowdown Quench 

Tower PSVs, which also relieve directly to the flare header, is not 

expected. Hydrocarbon liquid level in the settling drum increases 

assuming the LSO pump is off. The corresponding fill time from the 

top of the baffle to the top tangent will be greater than 10 minutes. 

Therefore, with operator intervention, hydrocarbon liquid relief is not 

expected at the Blowdown Settling Drum. This scenario results in the 

highest backpressure at the relieving Coke Drum relief valves. 

 

The Coke Drums are expected to have local and DCS pressure 

indication. Procedures to manage coke drum cycles are expected to be 

in place. It is expected that within 10 to 15 minutes, operations will see 

the increase in Coke Drum pressure, and open the isolation valve to 

stop the Coke Drum relief. 

 

2. Abnormal Heat Input 

Furnace Fuel Gas: control valve (FC) to Single Pass fails open. Heat input into the 

system increases and excess vapor is generated, which will flow to the Main 

Fractionator. Relief is not required at the Coke Drums. 

 

3. Spilt Exchanger Tube 

This case is not applicable as there is not any heat exchanger in this circuit that 

will lead to release the high pressure material into the Coke Drum, hence this case 

is dismissed. 
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4. Auto Control Failure (Single Event)  

 

 The following two cases are presented because they are typically important for 

sizing relief valves in Delayed Coker Unit. 

Auto control failures are considered as single control valve failure events 

(incorrect signal from DCS broken spring, local air failure to control valve):  

 

 Control Valve Consequence of Fail Open Consequence of Fail 
Closed 

A1 Quench water to Coke 
Drums 

(FC) 

Quench water to the coke drums are 
controlled with two flow control valves, one 
main control valve and a second valve. The 
main valve controls water flow during initial 
quenching while the second valve is used 
after the initial quench when large quantities 
of water are added to fill the drum. 

The second valve is manually operated 
control valve from DCS, which has a 
permissive that allows it to be opened only 
when the main control valve has reached 
100% open status. There is also a 
temperature permissive on the second 
control valve that allows it to be opened only 
when the quench steam from the Coke Drum 
being quenched is less than 400°F. The main 
control valve fails open during beginning of 
coke drum quench operation. Quench water 
flow to the hot coke drum increases to a 
maximum of 700 GPM (The Control Valve 
is designed for a maximum flowrate of 
700gpm during a CV fail open case). The 
quench water is vaporized and sent to the 
Blowdown Quench Tower. 

Based on back pressure calculations, the set 
pressures of the Coke Drum relief valves are 
not reached. Therefore, relief does not occur 
at the Coke Drum. However, relief does 
occur at the Blowdown Settling Drum.   

 Valve fails closed during 
coke drum quench 
operation. Quench water 
flow to coke drums 
decreases. System is not 
pressurized. Relief is not 
required. 
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 Control Valve Consequence of Fail Open Consequence of Fail Closed 

A2 Quench water to Coke Drum 
Control Valves Bypass (LC) 

Bypass is LC. Producers are 
expected to be in place regarding 
opening this bypass valve. See 
scenario 4A.1 above for 
consequences of control valve 
failing open.    

Bypass is normally closed (LC). 
Relief is not required. 

B Coke Drum Overhead to 
Fractionator isolation valves 
(Motor Operated) 

Coke Drum vapor isolation valves 
are normally open during coking 
operation. Coke Drum vapor to the 
Fractionator continues. Relief is not 
required.  

Valve failing closed results in 
the blockage of Coke Drum 
vapor flow to the Fractionator. 
Coke Drum pressure will 
increase and relief is required. 
Worst-case scenario is the same 
as Scenario 1.C, Blocked Outlet 
of one coke drum while 
quenching at the other coke 
drum. Relief at the live Coke 
Drum is required for a rate equal 
to 100% of normal Coke Drum 
effluent vapor.  

(CONTROLLING CASE)   

 

5. Reflux Failure 

Not Applicable. 

 

6. Loss of Feed 

Feed to the Coke Drum is lost. System pressure will not increase. Relief is not 

required. 

 

7. Fire 

In case of fire, relief is required for the relief load generated from that portion of 

protected equipment that is wetted by its internal liquid and is equal to or less than 

25 feet above the source frame.  The Coke Drum elevation is greater than the 
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specified 25 feet. However, the un-heading deck could hold some liquid. 

Therefore, a fire is possible at the Coke Drums. The Coke Drums are heavily 

insulated and normally do not normally have a wetted surface for vapor 

generation. For this scenario, the inlet and outlet of the Coke Drum is assumed 

blocked. Thus, the rate of vapor generated will decay during a fire. Therefore, 

relief, if, any, will be less than the controlling scenario 1.C., Blocked Outlet.  

 

8. Cooling Water Failure 

Not Applicable. 

 

9. Power Failure  

 

A.Individual Power Failure  

Credit is not taken for motor-operated spare pumps. 

1.Motor-driven Quench Water Pump stops, losing quench water feed flow to 

the Coke Drum. Residual steam/hydrocarbon flow from the coke drum to Closed 

Blowdown System will be minimal. The Coke Drum is not pressurized. Relief is 

not required. 

2.Quench Tower Overhead Condenser: Since the electrical layout of the unit is 

assumed to consist of two electrical buses only one half of the fans will stop, 

losing half of the fans on the condenser. Credit for natural convection is taken. 

Fluid not condensed in the condenser increases pressure in the system. The Coke 

Drum operating pressure will likely increase, but not reach the set pressures of the 

Coke Drum relief valves. Relief is not required at the Coke Drums. However, 

relief is required in the Closed Blowdown System. See the Blowdown Quench 

Tower / Blowdown Settling Drum relief calculations for additional details about 

relief in the Closed Blowdown System. 

3.Furnace Charge Pumps STOP, LOSING FEED TO THE Coker Furnaces   

Furnace emergency sweep steam starts but without sufficient flow to overpressure 

the Coke Drums. Relief is not required.  
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B.Local Power Failure 

The electrical layout of the unit is assumed to consist of two electrical buses. 

In the event of a local bus failure, the worst case is to assume the Furnace 

Charge pump continues, the Quench Water pump continues while half of the 

Quench Tower Overhead Condenser fans stop. This scenario is the same as 

Scenario 9.A.2, Individual Power Failure. Relief is not required at the Coke 

Drums. See the Blowdown Quench Tower / Blowdown Settling Drum relief 

calculations for details about the relief in the Closed Blowdown System for 

this scenario. 

C.General Power Failure 

Under this general power Failure scenario, the Furnace Charge pump, the 

Quench Water pump, and all other motor-driven pumps in the Closed 

Blowdown System stop. The Quench Tower Overhead condenser fans also 

stop. Coke Drum from the live drum will continue to be produced. This 

scenario is covered in the Coker Fractionator relief scenario narrative. Relief 

is not required at the Coke Drums. A minimal amount of steam / hydrocarbon 

from any off-line Coke Drums lined up to the Blowdown System will 

continue to feed the Closed Blowdown System.   

  

10. Other Contingencies  

None identified.         

3.3. Credible Scenarios for Coke Drums Relief: 
 

The relief system on Cokers is different than almost any other plant. For cokers, the relief 

valve outlet goes to other equipment which then in turn must relieve (Cascade Relief) 

though their relief valves. The reason it is done this way is that the relief from a coker is 

very hot and it would impose a lot of stress on the flare header. By relieving through 

other equipment, the gas is first cooled by sprays and by air coolers before going to the 

flare header. 
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The cases for a coke drum relief are: 

 

• Blocked outlet (coke drum is being filled while other coke drum is idle and 

the live coke drum is blocked in). The relief flow is the full coke drum 

overhead flow.  

• Another coke drum relief case is Coke drum is being filled while the other one 

is being quenched and the live coke drum is blocked in. The relief flow is the 

full coke drum overhead flow. Also a significant flow of steam from the drum 

being quenched also adds to the backpressure and total flow to be relieved in 

downstream relief valves. 

 

An important difference in the two cases is that in the first case no fan in the quench 

tower overhead condenser is assumed to be working where in the second case the fans are 

assumed to be working. Regardless of whether they are assumed to be working or not, 2 

bays are assumed to be out for maintenance, and the remaining bays are assumed to be so 

fouled that only 80% of the normally fouled heat transfer of that remaining area can be 

obtained.   

 

• Coke drum is filled with coke and while backwarming the other coke drum 

the outlet from the live coke drum is blocked. The fan is assumed to be 

working but similar fouling and maintenance is assumed. The relief flow is 

only 85% of the first blocked outlet case is to be relieved. 

• Fire Case   
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Chapter 4: Simulations and Calculations 

4.1. Introduction 

 

Chapter three discussed about troubleshooting rules with a focus and emphasize on all 

credible scenarios that would lead to relief in the operating (or online) Coke Drum. It also 

discussed about the available alternatives to relieve into three different destinations (heat 

sinks). Among these discussions it was shown that Blocked outlet condition of online 

Coke Drum will result in the highest relief load to size the PSVs of Coke Drums, and also 

among different alternatives, it is chosen that relief into Closed Blow Down Section 

would be the best or somewhat the most common choice among different licensed 

designs. In fact, this choice could save the main Fractionator from many disruptions if it 

was chosen as the alternative to handle a high pressure relief material with a high back 

pressure in the main Fractionator.  

Generally speaking, the more Coke Drums in the operations (i.e., 4 or 6 coke drums in 

Delayed Coker unit) the better handle of relief into Closed Blow down Section with less 

relief temperature (as at any condition there is no idle mode for offline drums and closed 

blown section is running to quench an offline drum before starting coke cutting). 

However, due to exceptional nature of this relief which is a cascade relief type, a network 

of relief shall be designed for these PSV calculations. This means that the PSV relief 

calculations would not end to size only the Coke drums PSVs and in reality it should be 

continued to closed Blowdown section with piping system and this relief would also 

disrupt the normal operations of Blowdown section accordingly. Since Blowdown section 

is mainly designed to handle the materials coming from off line coke drum to whether 

cool it down or heat it up (backwarming step), therefore depending on which step the 

Blowdown section is in operation the consequent relief load in Blowdown PSVs and 

condition would be different accordingly. 
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4.2. Simulation Steps: 

 

As already explained there are two instances in Coke Drum blocked outlet relief that one 

specifies the maximum relief load (for the purpose of PSV sizing) while the other 

specifies the maximum relief temperature which is not necessarily coincidental with the 

first instance. The following simulation model has been laid out to determine the 

abovementioned instances: 

 

• As per Figure 4.4 shown in this chapter (section 4.5.2), if any out of two valves 

1025 or 1026 get closed (assuming Coke Drum A is in operation), then Coke 

Drum outlet would be blocked to let the coke drum overhead vapor flows toward 

main Fractionator while feed is still coming into the coke drum and it will lead to 

an overpressure inside the coke drum, hence PSV relief. 

• A compressor model is used to calculate the coke drum PSV relief temperature. 

Due to the endothermic nature of reaction in the coke drum, the relief 

temperature won’t exceed more than 890°F which is not much higher normal 

temperature (i.e. 840°F). 

• The relieved materials are directed to closed blow down column and will 

experience pressure drop. A pipe model is chosen to calculate the pressure loss. 

• At this stage the simulation is split into two cases: 

 

o Relief happens when the other offline drum is at slow quench (Figures 

4.16 to 4.32) and is bringing a continuous flow of mainly steam at 510°F 

and mixes with relieved materials plus a continuous recycle of bottom of 

closed Blowdown column. 

o Relief happens when other offline drum is at backwarming (Figures 4.33 

to 4.50) mode. Therefore the relieved materials will be just mixed with 

recycle of closed Blowdown column. 

o In either case stream _164 represents the inlet condition of closed 

Blowdown column. 
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• In any of either abovementioned scenarios, the relieved material coming from 

opened PSVs of Coke Drum A would incur a very fast overpressure in the 

Blowdown column and hence the relief would happen accordingly in the blow 

down PSV column as well as column overhead receiver. 

• Stream _168 represents the column overhead vapor condition that experiences 

some pressure loss through piping before splitting into two following open paths: 

o Column PSV sub header represented by stream _168_5. 

o Column overhead condenser and finally column overhead receiver 

represented by stream _168_4. This stream will finally cause the PSV on 

the overhead receiver to pop and would be finally mixed with PSV 

relieved materials from blow down column. 

• Stream “_169 Final Load” represents the final relief condition. 

• Stream _164 will start changing the column condition represented by stream 

_163A and also increasing the column relief temperature monitored by stream 

_168. 

• Every two minutes these changes are predicted by a new simulation and report 

the column condition at the recycle stream as well as closed Blowdown column 

overhead temperature and hence final load temperature. 

• Since the volume of bottom section (from High Liquid level to the tangent of 

bottom of column) is 5374 US Gallons and circulation rate of bottom draw off is 

418 USgpm, therefore the amount of hot liquid generation is calculated within 2 

minutes increments to calculate the new temperature condition for mixing of 

stream _163A and relieved material in the mixing model. 

• Hence, this simulation model will predict the temperature increase as well as 

relief rate which stays almost same from beginning till end of time interval. 

• Same pattern of simulation model kept for both cases. 
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4.3. Simulations and Calculations Algorithm 

 

Among the different steps that Closed Blowdown section can be in operation, two steps 

were chosen to develop the relief calculations: 

 

• Quench mode 

• Heat up (Backwarming) mode 

 

A semi dynamic simulation has been developed for each step. This simulation model will 

predict the gradual temperature increase as well as relief load. The simulation calculates 

the temperature and relief load/rate in the time increments of 2 minutes (in general) and 

stops at 15 minutes. The detail diagram as well as process streams and equipment 

conditions are shown in one individual diagram for every 2 minutes time slice starting 

from t=0 to t=14 and the final minute at t=15. The whole simulation can be categorized 

into two parts: 

 

1. Quench mode that includes the simulation results from t=0 to t=15 in Figures 

4.16 to 4.32. 

2. Backwarm mode that includes the simulation results from t=0 to t=15 in Figures 

4.33 to 4.50. 

 

The reason behind stopping at 15 minutes is due to taking credit of operator intervention 

to intervene and start some procedural steps to mitigate and finally stop the relief. This 

assumption is pretty reasonable considering the fact that DCS system will notify the 

operators about the changes of pressure. The pressure will show a sudden increase in the 

Blowdown overhead receiver and also the relieved materials will go to Blowdown section 

and not anymore to main Fractionator, therefore the pressure of main Fractionator 

overhead will drop suddenly that has an immediate impact on wet gas compressor 

section. In the meantime all Pumps around circuits will be affected by loss of level from 

their respective draw off trays that will result in emergency shut down of pump around as 
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well as product pumps.  

 

This calculation will also specify the set pressure of Blowdown section overhead PSV to 

determine the backpressure in the Coke Drum PSVs. In fact the lower PSV set pressure 

on the Blowdown section the lower PSV size for Coke Drums, but there are 

limitations/constraints to be considered in Blowdown PSV set pressure: 

 

• It should be higher enough than the normal operating pressure to avoid any PSV 

chattering (if bellows type is selected). 

• It should be also high enough to let the relieved material flows up to the flare 

knock out drum. Therefore the hydraulic calculations on the flare header will 

specify the PSV pressure. 

 

The greater result of abovementioned criteria/constraint will specify the PSV set pressure 

on the Blowdown section, hence the PSV set pressure on the Coke drum as well as their 

size and hydraulic calculation on the connecting piping. 

4.4. Methodology 

 

CALCULATION OBJECTIVES: 

 

• To specify the maximum probable relief temperature from Delayed coker Unit. 

• To define the Blowdown Tower and Blowdown Receiver PSVs set pressures. 

• To specify the relief load from the Blowdown Tower and the Blowdown Receiver 

at the following scenarios: 

1. Coke Drum Blocked Outlet when the Blowdown System is in 

quenching mode 

2. Coke Drum Blocked Outlet when the Blowdown System is in Idle / 

Heat-up mode 
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CALCULATION BASIS: 

 

• Coke Drum vapor has the highest temperature in this unit (840° F). In the event of 

a blocked outlet on the on-line Coke Drum Vapor line, the relief temperature 

could be even higher than the above mentioned value. 

• In order to cool down the relief temperature and also reduce the relief load, it is 

decided to direct the coke drum relief load to the Closed Blowdown System. 

• The cooling / condensing capacity of the Closed Blowdown overhead column 

condenser could be utilized to condense a portion of the relieved material and 

mitigate the ultimate load and temperature. 

• In this calculation, Coke Drum relief load is directed to the CBS at two modes of 

CBS operation: 

 

1. When CBS is at off-line coke drum quenching mode,  

2. When CBS is at Idle / off-line coke drum heat-up mode. 

• The first scenario gives the highest relief load, and the second scenario gives the 

highest relief temperature. 

• In order to arrive at the final answer (on the ultimate relief temperature), these 

two scenarios should be analyzed simultaneously. The highest load and therefore 

the piping/equipment pressure drop restriction will lead us to define the 

Blowdown Tower/ Blowdown Receiver PSV set pressures. 

• Having the set pressures defined, running the model for the "Idle/Heat-up mode" 

case will provide the ultimate relief temperature. 

 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

 

• At CBS idle case (scenario # 1); credit is not taken from the overhead condenser 

in reporting the relief temperature.  

• Blowdown System condenser will continue working with one bay out of 8 bays of 

air coolers is still working at scenarios # 2. 
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• A semi-dynamic model is used to simulate (with HYSYS) the system behavior 

during the first 15 minutes of relief (with 2 min. increments). 

• The column bottom temperature changes (increases) during the relief due to the 

mixing of already existing "colder" liquid inside the column- and - the new 

generated "hot" liquid as a result of coke drum relief. 

• A compressor model is used to predict the coke drum relief temperature at 

relieving pressure. The simulated model shows that the coke drum vapor 

temperature increases from 820°F to 891°F @ 81.2 psig. 

 

SIMPLE BLOCK DIAGRAM: 

 

Figure 4.1 shows a simple block diagram of relief scenario: 

 

 
 

Figure 4.1-Simple Block Diagram of Relief Scenario 
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RELIEF SCENARIOS: 

 

• Blocked Outlet at the on-line Coke Drum and Blowdown System at Idle mode 

(waiting for feed). 

• Blocked Outlet at the on-line Coke Drum and Blowdown System at Back-

warming mode. 

• Blocked Outlet at the on-line Coke Drum and Blowdown System at Slow Quench 

mode. 

Scenarios 1 and 2 will lead to the same ultimate result, because at Back-warming mode, 

85% of on-line coke drum vapor is routed to the Fractionator Column and the remaining 

15% is routed to the cold coke drum and then to the Blowdown Tower. Therefore 

eventually the same mass flow is directed to the Blowdown system. In Back-warming 

case, the combined temperature could be less than the idle case. By analyzing the system 

for idle case, the back-warming case is already covered.   

 

Scenario # 3 gives the highest load to the Blowdown System. The load includes the total 

vapor rate from on-line coke drum and the generated steam due to slow quenching of the 

off-line coke drum. 

 

SPECIFYING PSV SET PRESSURE: 

 

1. Blowdown Receiver PSV  set pressure (F-71020 as per Figure 4.1): 

 

• Full credit is taken for the PSV(s) on this vessel (i.e., it relieves 

simultaneously with Blown tower PSVs). 

• The whole idea of directing the coke drums relief load to the Blowdown 

system was based on using available cooling capacity of C-71033 (142 

MMBTu/hr design duty). Therefore by cooling the hot relieved vapor 

from the on-line coke drum, the ultimate relieved vapor flow and 

temperature could be reduced. 

• It is desirable that the ultimate relief takes place at the receiver PSV(s), 
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and prevent the Blowdown tower PSV(s) to react. The reason is to avoid 

relieving hot material as much as possible. 

• To achieve that goal, the Blowdown receiver PSV(s) set pressure must be 

lower than the Blowdown tower PSV(s) set pressure (it is defined 20 psig 

as the initial guess considering sufficient backpressure to reach the flare 

network) 

• On the other hand, the lowest set pressure must be high enough to 

overcome the relief header back pressure which is assumed 10 psig. 

��

2. Blowdown Tower PSVs set pressure (E-71012 as per Figure 4.1): 

 

• It is desirable to avoid using these PSVs (hot vapor relief is not desired). 

• Therefore the set pressures of these PSV should be as high as possible. But 

the set pressure must be low enough- not to impose more than 60% 

superimposed back pressure on the coke drum PSV(s), which are set @ 70 

psig. 

• Blowdown Tower PSVs are therefore set at 30 psig (as an initial guess). 

Due to overhead system/piping restrictions, the Blowdown tower PSVs set 

pressure was increased to 36.2 psig, so that the maximum built-up back 

pressure on Coke Drum PSVs would be 67% of their set pressure (36.2 x 

1.16 = 42 + 2.5 psi (Tower �P) + 2.27 psi(line friction loss)= 0.67 x 70 

psig). Coke Drums PSVs should be de-rated to perform properly at this 

condition). 

• These PSVs will open at the governing scenario, when Blowdown System 

receives the off-line coke drum slow quenching load and a blocked outlet 

happens at the on-line coke drum. 

• The Blowdown overhead system (overhead piping/condenser �P) is 

restricting the flow towards the Blowdown receiver PSVs. 

• Assuming 30 or 20 psig as set pressures at these locations, when a relief 

happens at receiver (accumulated pressure = 20 x 1.16 = 23.2 psig) - the 
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maximum affordable load for overhead system piping is a load which 

creates no more than 11.6 psi (30x 1.16 - 20 x 1.16) pressure drop. 

• If the pressure drop exceeds the above mentioned value, Blowdown tower 

senses a pressure higher than first PSVs accumulation pressure   

 

3. Coke Drums PSVs set pressure (D-71001 as per Figure 4.1): 

 

Coke Drum PSVs set pressure should be set as high as possible for the following 

reasons: 

 

• To maintain more flexibility on relieving to the Blowdown System- and 

eliminate back pressure limitation problems. 

• To keep a safe margin/difference between the Fractionator Tower PSVs 

set pressure (55 psig) and the Coke Drum PSVs set pressure (70 psig)- so 

that in the event of a relief in Fractionator Tower, these PSVs remain 

closed as much as possible. 

• Finally the Coke Drum design pressure sets the limit on how high we can 

select the PSVs set pressure. Cost considerations are apparently 

contributing to this selection. 
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CONCLUSIONS: 

 

• The PSV calculation sheets for sizing of each case as per results shown in the 

simulation models are done or the following cases: 

• PSV sizing for Blowdown tower when it is at quench mode  

• PSV sizing for Blowdown receiver when Blowdown tower is at quench 

mode. 

• Each PSV calculation sheets as per API 520 starts with calculation of flow regime 

to determine whether it is critical flow (i.e. Choke Flow condition). It is based on 

calculation of ratio Pcf / P1 (which is ratio of Pressure at critical flow by the back 

pressure of PSV outlet). If this ratio is above 1, i.e. Pcf>P1 therefore the flow is 

critical. Equation 4.1 is the governing formula (Isentropic Gas Expansion) to 

determine this ratio: 
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where vp CCk /=  

• The calculated  PSV orifice size is determined by equation 4.2:              

)(calculatedA   =  

MW

TZ
PKKKC

W

cbd

×
××××× )( 1

                        Eq. 4.2         

where: 

W: Mass Flow Rate (Relief Load) lb/hr 

P1:  Upstream relieving pressure (Psia) 

C:  As per figure 32 of API 520. If k cannot be evaluated, use C = 315 

Kd :  (Coefficient of Discharge) is supplied by valve manufacturer. Initial guess is 

0.975. 

Kc = 1.0 for a PSV installed without a rupture disk 
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Kb = 1.0 for Pilot & Conventional valves, take value from Fig 30 of  

API 520 for balanced bellows valve. 

MW: Molecular weight 

Z: Compressibility Factor 

T: Temperature (R) 

• Table 4.1  (as per API 526) is used to calculate the effective area, which is the 

nearest bore size on PSVs in the market and hence calculating the rated flow rate 

(relief load) as per effective area to calculate the hydraulics of piping system in 

both PSV upstream and down stream. 

 

 

Table 4.1: API Effective Areas API STD 526 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

API Effective Areas API STD 526 

  in2 

D 0.11 
E 0.196 
F 0.307 
G 0.503 

H 0.785 

J 1.287 

K 1.838 

2" x 3" 2.461 

L 2.853 

M 3.6 
N 4.34 

3" x 4" 5.546 

P 6.38 
4" x 6" 9.866 

Q 11.05 
R 16 

6" x 8" 22.22 

T 26 
8"x10"x10" 38.9 
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• Table 4.2 shows the summary of calculation for PSV sizing for Blowdown tower 

when it is at quench mode  
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• Table 4.3 also shows the summary of calculation for PSV sizing for Blowdown 

receiver when Blowdown tower is at quench mode  
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• Blowdown Tower PSVs set pressure is defined at 36.2 psig. It should be noted 

that based on this value, Blowdown Tower relief pressure would be 42 psig (36.2 

x 1.16), and considering the friction loss from the Coke Drum PSVs outlet to the 

Blowdown Tower, The total back pressure right after the Coke Drums PSV would 

be around 46.77 psig (which is 67% of the Coke Drums PSVs set pressure), 

therefore the Coke Drums PSVs should be de-rated to perform properly at this 

condition. 

• Blowdown Receiver PSVs set pressure are defined at 20 psig. 

• Four "8 T10" PSVs are required for the Blowdown Tower.                                                       

(Staggered set pressures with 5% difference should be defined starting with 36.2 

psig) 

• One" 6 Q 8" PSVs or Two "3 N 4" PSVs are required at the Blowdown Receiver 

for Coke Drum Relief Scenarios. 

• (Staggered set pressures with 5% difference to be defined, 20 and 21 psig in case 

the 3N4 size is selected) 

• It is possible to reduce the PSVs inlet pressure drop by selecting two smaller 

PSVs instead of one large PSV.  

• The combined relief load/temperature from Blowdown Tower/ receiver at quench 

scenario is 335800 lb/hr / 650°F respectively. 

• The combined relief load/temperature from Blowdown Tower/ receiver at idle/ 

Heat-up scenarios is 223200 lb/hr / 685°F respectively. 

• Assuming Blowdown Tower PSVs set @ 36.2 psig; the relief pressure would be 

42 psig, (36.2 x 1.16) which creates a total back pressure of 46.77 psig at Coke 

Drum PSV outlet nozzle. This back pressure corresponds to 67% of Coke Drum 

PSVs set pressure of 70 psig. According to the available PSV vendor catalogues, 

we are most likely able to select a valve which performs properly at this 

condition.   

• By considering only 60% total back pressure at Coke Drum PSVs outlet nozzles, 

we need to reduce the Blowdown Tower PSVs set pressure to 32 psig. In this 

condition an extra 8T10 size PSV would be required to pass the relief load from 
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the Blowdown Tower. The final relief load and temperature at coke Drum relief 

during the CBS Quench mode to the ISBL flare header would be 382000 lb/hr 

and 659°F respectively.                                               

• For Coke Drum relief at CBS Back-warming case (Blowdown Tower PSVs set 

pres.@ 36.2 psig), if we assume the number of available bays in C-71033 would 

be the same required number of bays at Back-warming condition (which is 1 bay 

out of 8 bays - please see Note 1), we expect the lowest cooling duty.                                                                                                 

The final relief load and temperature corresponding to this case would be 336100 

lb/hr and 717°F respectively.                                                                                                                            

• The un-mitigated load / Temperature at Coke Drum Relief and CBS idle case 

would be (Blowdown overhead vapor at Back-warming study) 365700 lb/hr and 

727°F respectively (Blowdown Tower PSVs set pressure @ 36.2 psig). 

 

PROVISIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS: 

 

• The overhead system in Blowdown section has a symmetric piping, and therefore 

works based on equal pressure drop concept at each parallel path. 

• When the cooling requirement in regular CBS cycle is low (Back-warming cases), 

we may assume all the bays would pass an equal portion of flow, but with a low 

fan speed. Once the relief load is added to the regular Backwarming load (through 

the condenser), the flow portion to each bay would be increased and as a result,  

the temperature controller would increase the fans speed, and consequently  

condensation rate would be increased and therefore higher loads of vapor could be 

replaced (as a result of pressure gradient) and  passed through the bays- and the 

cycle continues until the fans work on their full speed  OR  the  �P across the 

condenser limits the vapor flow through these parallel paths (C-71033 eight bays). 

• Based on the above assumption, it can be expected considerable cooling from    

C-71033 bays/ fans even at Backwarming or Idle cases (due to instrumentation 

response), for which no credit is taken to keep the conservative approach in a 

relief system design. 
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SUMMARY OF RESULTS: 

 

Table 4.4 summarizes the calculations and simulation results taken from HYSYS as well 

as abovementioned PSV calculations. This table includes the calculated Coke Drum PSV 

backpressure, Blowdown PSV set pressure as well as receiver PSV set pressure 

considering the Coke drum PSV is set at 70 psig for each simulation case. 

 

Table 4.4-Summary of PSV Calculations Results 
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TEMPERATURE VARIATION OF STREAMS VERSUS TIME: 

Table 4.5 and figure 4.2 show the temperature variations of important stream for slow 

quench mode at each time slot for important streams mentioned above: 

Table 4.5 

 

 
Figure 4.2-Stream Temperature Variations-Slow Quench  
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Table 4.6 and figure 4.3 show the temperature variations at back warm mode of important 

stream at each time slot for important streams mentioned above: 

Table 4.6 

 

 
 

Figure 4.3-Stream Temperature Variations-Warm Up  
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4.5 Safety Considerations in Delayed Coker Unit 

 

This section discusses about the importance of safety with an emphasis on Delayed Coker 

Unit. It mainly focuses on the Coke Drum operations as one of the most interesting safety 

considerations in this unit operation. It also brings the reader’s attention about the means 

of safety analysis methods with an emphasis on cyclic behaviour of switching the coke 

drums. There are many diagrams are presented in this chapter to show each valve status 

(already identified in the P&IDs presented in chapter 2) of each step in order to meet 

permissive criteria for that particular step. In order to have comprehensive understanding 

about the valve positioning for each step, reader is encouraged to see these diagrams in 

conjunction with P&IDs shown in chapter 2. 

At the end the concept of layer of protection is discussed to remind the reader that 

whatever means are provided in the set of permissive may not sufficient although they are 

necessary. Therefore, some other means of protections are usually added to safe design 

system to ensure if one layer of protection fails the next layer would control the 

subsequent events and so on. At one stage if the upset condition would progress to lead 

overpressure conditions, the Process Safety Valve system will protect the system to 

control the relief situation. At that condition we should have a good understanding and 

estimation of relief load as well as heightened temperature condition to ensure that PSV 

system will work as required and aimed for. However, relief mitigation nowadays is also 

a primary concern during the safe design of Delayed Coker Unit to reduce the severity of 

relief conditions and hence will help to reduce the capital investment spent on the exotic 

materials and size relief equipment/piping which is beyond the scope of this project 

thesis. At the end reader will get ready to understand chapter four that mainly discusses 

the credible relief scenario for only one specific condition which is Coke Drum relief.  
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4.5.1 Importance of Safety: 

 

• Overview 

 

Safety is an important aspect in the design and operation of any chemical process unit. 

However its importance is much more emphasized and highlighted as the type of 

processed materials in different phases can become any combination of hazardous, lethal, 

combustible, and explosive and contamination.  

 

In almost every refinery units, hydrocarbons are being processed at high temperature (at 

either explosive limit or at auto-ignition temperature) and/or high pressure while carrying 

some extents of H2S and other sulfur compounds that are lethal to operators for exposure 

at above their threshold limits. Then having a safe design and operation as well as 

maintenance procedure is essential to any refinery unit operation. Safety regulations 

nowadays require designers in different engineering disciplines to follow their safety 

regulations as well as design guides to ensure the safety concerns. In any refinery unit, 

design starts with process engineers to maintain the heat and material balance as per basis 

of design (BOD) agreed by client and engineering company. This heat and material 

balance, in general defines the throughput in the unit as well as feeds/products 

specifications that should match the design basis. Once this step is maintained, then 

equipment/line hydraulics design are started to ensure of their adequacy for materials 

handling at not only rated conditions as per design criteria but also for design conditions 

as analyzed during evaluation of upset scenarios. 

 

Developing and analyzing the different upset scenarios is one the most challenging part 

of any unit process design, and some of them are unfortunate difficult and tough lessons 

learned from previous unit operations that led to some injuries/fatalities to learn how and 

why an upset condition can be happened and what will be the consequence of this 

incident that extends to an accident. 
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Once we could successfully analyze the upset scenarios, that usually needs one or 

combination of advanced techniques like Process Hazard Analysis (PHA), HAZOP 

analysis, FMEA (Failure Mode and Effect Analysis) and FTA (Failure Tree Analysis), 

then the severity of incident as well as frequency of probability of incident is quantified 

with ordinals from 1 to 10 (least to most). Such an analysis, for any part of process that is 

involved with different type of equipment (like pumps, compressors, fired heater, 

exchangers, air coolers and etc.), needs a team of different specialists to identify the 

common upset scenario as well as specific ones relevant to this part of process.  

 

Once this analysis is held in different series of meetings, then the set of recommendations 

will be initiated to improve the process design and reduce the frequency of incident. 

Since the severity of some incidents would cause damages and fatalities, therefore a 

redundant and independent control system with high reliability will be maintained to 

prevent the occurrence of that incident.  

 

• Safety in Delayed Coker Unit 

 

What actually makes DCU different and somewhat unique from other refinery units is its 

semi batch operation in two sections of this unit, which is coke drum and closed 

Blowdown section. At any time of operation, there is only one Coke Drum (assuming, we 

are discussing about a two Coke Drum unit operation) in online mode and is interacting 

with main Fractionator and the other one is in offline mode interacting with Closed 

Blowdown Section. During the period that the Coke Drum is in offline mode it must go 

to different steps of cooling (by quenching with HP steam and then water at 150°F), Coke 

cutting and then back warming to get ready for the next cycle.  

 

In order to ensure that different steps of operation on the offline drum won’t interfere the 

online drum operation or vice versa to induce any hazard condition (as it is working at 

very high temperature conditions). Then in addition to all subjects discussed above about 

the safety concerns and their considerations, this unit needs a panel that includes set of 

permissive signals that won’t let any step proceed unless the set of permissive signals are 
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met their conditions. 

4.5.2 Modes of Operations of Coke Drums: 

 

The following figures are developed to demonstrate the different mode of operations and 

their interactions with other units of DCU. For ease of following each step which 

somehow typical for a nominal 25000 bbl/day capacity, the following points should be 

considered: 

 

• Figure 4.4 shows an overall picture of coke drums structure of incoming and 

outgoing streams depends on mode of operation of each coke drum as well as step 

of offline drum operation. 

• Each step is identified by in each Figure preceding the associated diagram.   

• All other diagrams are simplified with hiding the streams that are not in service at 

that particular step. 

• Black color stream represents the no flow stream. 

• Colored stream represents the flowing streams while choosing a color signifies 

the relative hotness of fluid stream. 

4.5.2.1. Part 1: Cooling down the newly Offline Coke Drum: 

 
This part consists of the following steps for offline drum: 

 

1. Slow Steam out:  

At this step, steam at 250 psig is running into the newly offline drum for 30 

minutes to remove the remained hydrocarbons in the voids of coke bed with a rate 

of 10000 lb/hr. The overhead vapor coming out this offline drum will join the 

overhead vapor coming from the newly online drum to be diverted into main 

Fractionator. At this step the antifoam still injects into offline drum (since the 

online drum is empty and therefore there is no possibility of foaming inside it 

while the offline drum is more vulnerable to foaming issue). HCGO quench 
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injection should also continue into overhead vapor of offline drum as it is hotter 

than the effluent coming from newly online drum (newly online drum is putting 

into the next cycle at 650 °F while the drum is switched into the offline mode at 

840 °F at the end of each cycle). Figure 4.5 is showing this step. 

 

2. Fast Steam out:  

At this step the steam rate is increasing into 20000 lb/hr (within 10 minutes) while 

the flow of offline coke drum overhead vapor is changing to the closed 

Blowdown tower. This step continues for an hour that mainly carries steam with 

it. Since the newly online drum temperature is increasing, therefore the HCGO 

quench start injecting the overhead of the online drum. The effect of temperature 

drop of the offline drum after this step is not expected to be high and the final 

temperature is usually in the range of 700 to 750 °F. Figure 4.6 is showing this 

step. 

 

3. Slow Water Quench: 

At this step, steam supply is switched to water supply at 150 °F. It is very critical 

to increase the water rate from 0 to 100 gpm within an hour to avoid of bulging 

problem on the skirt joints of coke drum structure. This step maintains the biggest 

temperature drop in the offline coke drum from 750 to 450°F. Figure 4.7 is 

showing this step. 

 

4. Fast Water Quench: 

At this step, the water rate is increasing gradually from 100 to finally 1300 gpm 

for duration of 180 minutes. During this period of time the temperature should 

reach to almost 200 °F. However, from safety point of view, if the temperature 

drops faster than it should be or the total amount water being supplied with this 

period of time is lower than a recorded historical average value, then this is an 

indication of presence of shot coke and also presence of hot spot that will explode 

during the coke cutting. If such a condition happens, the process of water quench 

will be extended adequately while other steps will proceed with much more 
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cautions. At the end of this step the water quench supply will stop and the vapor 

from the offline coke drum overhead will be diverted to closed blow down tower 

till their pressure balances or till the pressure of overhead line reaches to almost 

14 psig. Figure 4.8 is showing this step. 

 

5. Vent: 

At this stage the remaining vapor inside the offline coke drum is vented into the 

atmosphere through vent silencers to minimize the noise pollution. Once the 

pressure drops to 1 psig in the overhead line then venting can be stopped.  Figure 

4.9 is showing this step. 

 

6. Water Drain: 

By the time the water quench step finishes, the offline drum is full with water 

with voids of coke bed (that normally is 1/3 of total coke drum volume which is 

about 70000 ft³). This step will continue 2 hours while the water is drained into 

maze. The collected water will finally be pumped back to a tank for reuse in the 

next cycle of quench. Figure 4.10 is showing this step. 

 

 

4.5.2.2. Part 2: Coke Removal of Offline Coke Drum: 

 
This part consists of the following steps for offline drum: 

 

1. Un-heading the top and bottom valves of coke drum (36” and 60 

respectively). The duration is 30 minutes. 

2. Pilot drilling in the middle of coke bed with a diameter of 3 ft. The duration is 

about 30 minutes. 

3. Coke cutting with water at 4000 psig. The duration is 210 minutes. A large 

amount of water is being used at this step that will be diverted into the maze 

and finally will be pumped back to a tank for next cycle reuse. 
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4. Re-Heading the top and bottom valves. The duration is 10 minutes. 

 
Figures 4.16 to 4.19 are showing these steps. 

 

4.5.2.3. Part 3: Backwarming of Offline Coke Drum: 

 
This part consists of the following steps for offline drum: 

 
 
1. Steam Purge:  

At this step the offline coke drum will be purged of de-aired with steam at 250 

psig with 20000 lb/hr for duration 15 minutes. During this period the overhead 

vapor will be sent to atmosphere through vent silencer. Figure 4.11 is showing 

this step. 

 

2. Steam Pressure Test:  

At this step the all the valves of the top part of coke drum are closed to let the 

drum pressure increase to 38 psig and the steam supply will stop. During this 

period the temperature of coke drum increase to about 250 °F while the operators 

should check for any leak test with visual inspection. The duration of this step in 

total is 45 minutes. Figure 4.12 is showing this step. 

 

3. Condensate Drain: 

At this step if the leak test proceeds with success result, the condensate collected 

inside the coke drum will be drained into the maze that very rapidly will turn into 

vapor due to its high temperature. The duration for this step is 10 minutes. Figure 

4.13 is showing this step. 

 

 

4. Backwarming with Hydrocarbon: 

At this step, the offline drum is being warmed up with splitting the flow of 

overhead hydrocarbon vapors of online drum into 85% (For online drum) and 
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15% (for offline drum). This split is happening with a pinching a highly 

specialized valve (ring type HV-1006) while all four valves at the top of the coke 

drums are opened (MOV-1011, 1012, 1025 and 1026). This step in total takes 4.5 

hours to let the temperature of offline coke drum reaches to 650 °F in which it is 

almost the time of switching the drums again. However, this step includes two 

sub-steps as the following: 

 

• The collected hydrocarbon in the offline drum at the bottom will be 

diverted to closed Blowdown tower. This sub-step will be continued till 

the temperature of effluent toward closed Blowdown tower reaches to   

350 °F. This is due to free water presence in the hydrocarbons which is not 

adequate for main Fractionator bottoms operation. Figure 4.14 is showing 

this sub-step. 

• The collected hydrocarbons in the offline drum will be diverted to the 

main Fractionator. Figure 4.15 is showing this sub-step. 
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However, in order to proceed to any step shown in the abovementioned a set of 

permissive must be met.  The flow charts 4.1 to 4.4 shown in the following pages are 

demonstrating the set of permissive to be met for each step before proceeding to the next 

step during offline mode as well as switching to online mode. These flow charts are the 

basis for the control engineers to develop the computer programs for each step of 

cooling/backwarming of offline drum while the online drum is running in its cycle. In 

order to precede to the next step a set of conditions should be checked and completed 

successfully. Operators’ interventions are minimal under normal operating conditions. 
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4.6. Layers of Protection Analysis: 

 
During the failure analysis, the process control design (that is called nowadays as DCS) is 

being evaluated as the first layer of protection to control the main process parameters. 

However, normally process control systems are mainly designed to maintain the process 

parameters to achieve the Feed/Process specifications defined within the unit operation 

and limitation. Besides, control systems design will also analyze the overshoot conditions 

during the intermittent conditions as well as disturbances occurred and assign the 

controllers with different types and gains to bring back the process to steady state 

operations with or without offset. In addition, process control systems are designed to fail 

in a safe mode (for example control valve actuators failure must lead to safe condition for 

both equipment and process protection) or provide override control system to take the 

control of process in low or high select conditions.  Then obviously, process control 

systems are not sufficient for controlling upset conditions.  

 

The next layer of protections is Safety Instrumented System (SIS) or PCS (Protective 

Control Systems) that must work independent of associated process control system and 

acts as an inactive (contrast to normal process control system that is active) control 

system till the upset conditions observed. The SIS system would lead and direct the 

process operation to a situation that may activate some equipment to reduce the severity 

of incident. 

 

The next layer of protection is PSV (Process Safety Valve) that will release the materials 

to safe locations and must work independently and without any mitigation credit taken by 

either DCS and/or SIS system in place. This will ensure that the PSV is being sized for 

full relief load occurring during the upset scenarios.  

 

Sometimes it is also necessary to consider some relief mitigations if the existing capacity 

can not handle the additional load. One example is adding a new unit to an existing 

refinery (expansion as well as revamp) that will add some additional relief load to the 
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current flare system. In this condition it is necessary to advocate some extra 

safety/mitigation measure to reduce the relief load. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 

5.1. Introduction: 

As it has been discussed in the previous chapters of this thesis, Delayed Coker Unit 

design and engineering is one of the most challenging design projects in an EPC 

company specialized in the refinery field. There are only few licensors that devoted such 

a long time and big investments (and sometime with failures) to develop some design 

methods to overcome the challenges and it is still under continuous improvement. There 

are some licensors/EPC companies that monitor the operations/maintenance of their unit 

designed in the past, to collect and analyze their design flaws with application of 

advanced statistical methods and specialists like Six Sigma Black Belts. In this teamwork 

effort different specialties including process, instrument, mechanical and material, piping, 

operations and maintenance work together on a regular basis meeting that normally 

chaired by a safety specialist and facilitated by a six sigma black belt. These regular 

meetings often discuss their observations of problems with some figures and facts and 

team will discuss about all possible root causes and ways of resolving the issues to 

incorporate in their future unit design accompanying with control methods/charts to 

monitor and/or prove the effectiveness of resolution. 

The author of this project thesis hopes, with the subject discussions presented in the 

previous chapters, to highlight some of the design considerations in the Delayed Coker 

unit with an emphasis on process safety point of view and narrow it down in the relief 

conditions of Coke drum operations in case of any upset situation that lead to 

overpressure the coke drum and therefore the ways of controlling of hot and heavy 

hydrocarbons to minimize its environmental impacts. Since, blocked outlet conditions of 

normally open path of Coke drum to the main Fractionator is one of the most interesting 

subject in this field, therefore PSV calculations for this particular topic has been chosen 

to show its dynamic behaviour of relief during this time with an assumption that 

operational team will recognize the problem with sudden abnormal pressure fluctuations 

and can intervene the upset conditions in less than 15 minutes.  
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5.2. Findings: 

The author of this thesis had a great and extraordinary chance to get involved in many 

aspects of design challenges of delayed coker unit in different phases of design in a 

period of 2.5 years with a main focus in Coker Island Section. Therefore, it was also 

challenging to narrow down the topic of this thesis into one or two subjects and focus 

only in that area as the rest were also so interesting and inter related subjects or at least 

had the same analogy and type of approach to resolve their issues. 

 

However, in order to address the findings related to this thesis, they can be summarized 

as below: 

• Understanding the mode of operations of coke drums and their interactions to 

Main Fractionator during the online mode and closed blow down section during 

the offline mode. 

• Understanding the control logic and importance of its reliability to ensure that all 

valving systems are working properly as well as orderly with maintaining a set of 

permissive to prevent any potential hazard. 

• Understanding the importance of hydraulics in the piping system considering the 

gradual coking residue occurring within the piping system.  

• Understanding and analyzing all credible scenarios of potential safe relief of coke 

drums. 

• Understanding the nature of PSV relief of coke drums during the blocked outlet 

condition that relieves to closed blow down section as a sink in a cascade system 

and finally to flare and this makes a complicated hydraulic calculations as well as 

equipment design of all components in the loop. 

• Understanding the dynamic behaviour and temperature increase of relieved 

materials that finally specifies the design conditions of system and equipment of 

closed blown section. 
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5.3. Future Work: 

 
There are many other detailed discussion (that are beyond the scope of this project thesis) 

and necessary to be analyzed with this topic including:  

 

• Detailed hydraulics of piping system (with their exact piping layout) and their 

reaction to sudden increase of flow into the Blowdown section that will establish 

the back pressure to specify the PSV size. 

 

• Flare network in the refinery should also be analyzed to ensure that this much hot 

release materials can be handled with existing refinery capacity (if Delayed Coker 

Unit is part of a refinery expansion project) or design the flare system to be able 

to absorb this much hot hydrocarbon release.  

 

• The outlet temperature of overhead condenser is receiving hotter materials 

gradually. Therefore, this has some impact on real geometry of air coolers as well 

as LMTD(corrected) to give more realistic results that current simulation does not 

cover this idea. 
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